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ABSTRACT AND KEY TERMS 

The survival and constitution of Hindu religious practices in South Africa are quite unique. 
Having survived indenture, racial discrimination, relocation, and the prejudices of Hindu 
reform movements, the Amman tradition, which has its roots in South India still seems to be 
very popular in South Africa. The literature around these practices as performed locally has 
been fairly limited. Even less prevalent on the local, literary landscape, are the stories of 
Hindu women. This study explores two narratives of a female Amman worshipper at the 
intersections of gender, religion and intimate partner violence. Employing intersectional and 
poststructural, feminist theoretical frameworks, the study interrogates and problematises how 
Hindu women survivors of intimate partner violence are textually represented. In this study, I 
interrogate the representations of Pat’s faith and her experiences of intimate partner violence, 
while employing feminist poststructural discourse analysis. In deconstructing the narratives, 
my analysis shows that the lived experiences of Hindu survivors of intimate partner violence 
are intersectional. Furthermore, portraying Hindu women as either victims or goddesses tends 
to exoticise and essentialise them. Drawing on empirical and textual data, my analysis reveals 
that faith practices are fluid and reconstitutive. Thus, they are able to be performed 
differently.  More attention needs to be paid to the complexity of women’s experiences in 
order to understand that patriarchy is only one of the oppressions facing women of colour in 
South Africa. Transformation would require us to really listen to the voices from the edges. 

 

Key terms and themes: Goddess worship, Intimate partner violence, Narrative, Spirituality, 
Ways of knowing, Intersectionality, Feminism and Representation  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background, Location and Context of Study 

 ‘Shakti: Stories of Indian Women in South Africa’ 1 (Diesel 2007) is a compilation of 

narratives about and by Indian women compiled by Alleyn Diesel. Alleyn Diesel is a prolific 

white South African scholar of Hindu practices in South Africa and has produced several 

publications on the subject. In a short dissertation which is located within a programme on 

gender, religion and sexual and reproductive health, I interrogate two narratives within this 

publication which focus on a devout Hindu practitioner, Pat Pillay (also referred to as 

Padmani Naidoo). I examine the author’s representation of Pat’s experiences of intimate 

partner violence (IPV), her ways of dealing with her domestic circumstances and her religious 

fervour and activism.  

Upon reading the narratives of Pat Pillay, I had three responses. Firstly, I was struck 

by how familiar she seemed to me. The first narrative, Breaking the Silence, revolves around 

her experiences of intimate partner violence. Pat Pillay was from my old neighbourhood, 

Northdale in Pietermaritzburg where I went to school with children who came from homes in 

which IPV, alcoholism and job insecurity was rife. My second reaction to Breaking the 

Silence was one of awe at the courage it must have taken for Pat to share her experiences of 

heinous psychological and physical abuse. As Catherine Reismann says “telling stories about 

difficult times in our lives creates order …. allowing a search for meaning and enabling 

connection with others” (2008:10).  

In the second of the narratives, Walking on Fire, which is written by Diesel, we hear 

about Pat’s religious devotion, her invocation of the Hindu goddess Kali and primarily about 

her ‘feminist’ activism around the overturning of a rule barring women from fire-walking at 

the Pietermaritzburg temple. Hence, my third response to the narratives was to muse on how 

Pat was represented within the narratives. Pat Pillay, as a Hindu woman, a survivor of 

intimate partner violence and an activist, is portrayed from Diesel’s viewpoint as researcher 

which has been informed by her own location and ontology. As Stanley says …“‘the 

                                                           
1 I will refer to the primary text Shakti: Stories of Indian Women in South Africa as ‘Shakti’for the rest of the 
thesis, and Pat’s narratives as the ‘Shakti’ narratives. This is not to be confused with the word shakti which 
means power.  The text ‘Shakti’ will have a capital S and be within inverted commas, while the other remains in 
lowercase. 
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biographer’ is a socially- located person, one who is sexed, raced, classed, aged [hence] any 

biographer’s view is a socially located and necessarily partial one” (1992:7).  

This led me to speculate on the concept of representation. I contend that, in South 

Africa, many stories are woven about the ‘other’ from the viewpoint of those who have the 

power to tell them (Mohanty, 2003). The strongest voice has come from those who have been 

the self-nominated gatekeepers of epistemology, those who have also been able to produce 

representations of ethnic and religious groups from an outside perspective. Initial analysis 

revealed that aspects of goddess worship from a phenomenological perspective underpin Pat 

Pillay’s religious experience, practice and activism, but a closer reading reveals how closely 

her narrative is intertwined with Diesel’s scholarly perspective.  

My research sought to interrogate these texts at the intersections of religion, gender 

and intimate partner violence, within a poststructural feminist analytical framework which 

looks at how story is constructed, about whom, for whom and by whom. How is the Hindu 

woman, survivor of IPV and religious practitioner written about, and how is she read? Most 

importantly, I ask, how these representations may be deconstructed and reconstructed in a re-

telling and re-reading of the narratives (Nadar, 2006:78). In so doing, I will examine my own 

reflexivity, as an Indian woman and its bearing on the narratives.  

1.2 Positionality of the Researcher 

I locate myself in the ambiguous position of being insider and outsider (McCutcheon, 1999) 

to the Tamil2 religious practices as performed in the narratives. As aforementioned, my 

religious upbringing is Hinduism with a strong focus on Tamil traditional practices. I grew up 

frequenting the Mariamman temple in Pietermaritzburg, attending many of the religious 

functions including the fire-walking ceremony. I have not performed the fire-walking 

ceremony myself, although I have had friends who have done so in the past. My mother 

regularly carried Kavady3, taking vows for the continued health and well-being of our family. 

                                                           
2 Tamil people are of South Indian Dravidian origin and in South Africa make up a little less than half of the 
Indian diaspora. While not all Tamil people are Hindu, the traditional practices of those who are, vary quite 
considerably to the North Indian Sanskritic practices. 
3 The Kavady festival is held in honour of Lord Muruga and is a propitiatory ritual in which devotees carry 
various ‘Kavadies’, either brass pots with milk or poles balanced over the shoulder. Devotees perform the ritual 
for continued well-being or to show gratitude for prayers answered. For more information see Pillay, P. 1996. 
The Kavady ritual as a paradigm of Hindu religio-cultural expression. Southern African Journal for Folklore 
Studies, 7, 13-25. 
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As I moved out of the township4 and neighbourhoods which had helped to preserve many of 

the traditions, the focus on the rituals became of less value to me and there was a greater need 

for me to access spirituality wherever I was geographically situated.  My spirituality is now 

performed differently to how it was in my childhood, and while I am still a Hindu, I also 

recognise that identity is fluid and not bound to ancient tradition. I am also aware of the 

difficulties which certain cultures have had to face, in trying to survive in South Africa, yet 

survive, they have. I, therefore, come to this study as a researcher and a Tamil woman with 

questions. These are not only questions about the religious practices I grew up with and how 

they may intersect with intimate partner violence, but also questions about how they have 

been written about by scholars and ethnographers. As an academic and as one who is 

interested in the voices from the periphery – who is also located on the periphery – I 

acknowledge my scepticism of the ‘grand narrative’. While the narratives within ‘Shakti’  are 

constituted of what might be viewed as ‘local’ narratives hence giving voice to the voiceless; 

my view is, that subtly woven within the compilation of these peripheral ‘voices’ is still a 

‘master narrative’, or layers of other ‘master narratives’. Embedded in this is not only the 

power of the biographer to represent these marginalised voices (Mohanty, 2003), but also the 

dominant narratives of the higher Brahmanical forms of Hinduism which I will discuss in 

Chapter Four5. Although, I am aware that my own subjectivity impacts on the ways in which I 

have deconstructed and interpreted the texts, I have attempted to be rigorous in my 

methodological and analytical processes. 

1.3 The Phenomenon 

At the onset of this study, I had been intrigued by Pat Pillay’s activism and the 

courage – in other words the agency – with which she was able to fight the systemic 

restrictions of the temple while surviving the violence of her marriage. Embedded in both 

narratives is her faith in the goddess and her unwavering commitment to her religious 

practice. Originally, I had planned to interview Pat in order to gain closer insight into the 

relationship between her religiosity and her experiences of intimate partner violence. After 

making contact with the author of ‘Shakti’ Alleyn Diesel, I discovered that Pat had died of 

cancer in 2009. It was during this meeting that my focus changed. I realised that the 

phenomenon that now interested me was the representation of Pat Pillay’s narrative within the 

                                                           
4 Townships are a legacy handed down by apartheid South Africa, when strong legislative measures were taken 
to geographically segregate the four different race groups. Indians, Coloureds and Blacks were relocated to 
separate townships, usually on the outskirts of cities. 
5 See also the key term Hinduism later in this chapter 
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religious and domestic paradigm; in other words – my research would be based on Diesel’s 

research of Pat Pillay. Hence, the phenomenon interrogated in this study is how and why Pat 

Pillay is constructed in the way that she is.   

Determined and fiery… powerful. You know, that was one of my first impressions 
of her when I first met her. She was commanding. You noticed her. And very 
devout. Absolutely committed to her religion. She actually really woke up every 
morning and lived for her religion. Mother Kali.                                             
(Interview with Alleyn Diesel, description of Pat Pillay: 29 September 2016)  

1.4 Research Questions 

How are Hindu women characterised at the intersection of religion and intimate partner 

violence in Alleyn Diesel’s narrative representation of Pat Pillay? 

1.5 Research Sub-Questions  

1. What are the narrative representations of the Hindu women’s spiritual practices in 

‘Shakti: Stories of Indian Women in South Africa’ ? 

2. How is Pat Pillay portrayed in the context of Hindu spiritual practice and intimate 

partner violence in each of the two narratives?  (Comparison of both narratives with 

empirical data) 

3. Why are the narratives representing Hindu survivors of intimate partner violence, 

constructed in the way that they are? 

 

1.6 Key terms 

1.6.1 Hinduism  

Although I use the broad term Hindu in my research question, the focus of this work is 

based on Tamil traditional practices with a focus on goddess worship or Amman (mother) 

worship in South Africa. Kamala Ganesh identifies four ‘Hinduisms’ as practiced by 

diasporic Indians namely, “brahmanical /sanskritic, regionally rooted devotional, local/folk 

and popular Hinduisms” (Ganesh, 2010:29). The Brahmanical traditions follow the classical 

scriptures like the ‘Mahabharata’ and the ancient Vedas and although the various forms of 

Hindu practice have, to an extent, merged and become hybridised in diasporic practices, some 

of the south Indian ritual practices are said to be influenced primarily by folk rituals. The 

rituals of fire-walking, the invocation of the Amman goddesses, animal sacrifices, and 

piercings are still practised in South Africa, mainly amongst the south Indian Hindus. Diesel 
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asserts that these spiritual practices bear a distinct resemblance to how they are practiced in 

certain parts of India (Diesel, 2002:6). In Chapter Four, I analyse the Hindu goddess drawing 

on hermeneutics offered by various scholars, focusing primarily on Kali and Draupadi. Both 

goddesses are pertinent to the fire-walking ritual practised in this context. Both goddesses can 

also be found in the Brahmanical texts and have developed Amman qualities in Tamil 

tradition. Quite interestingly, these festivals have gained popularity even amongst north 

Indians in South Africa (Kumar, 2013b:81).  

While there are myriad Tamil traditions, such as Kavady, Mariamman or porridge prayers, 

purtassi and many more, which are still practiced in South Africa, they are not explored in this 

short dissertation. Hence, the term ‘Hindu spiritual practice’ refers, in this study, specifically 

to the worship of the Amman Goddess and the fire-walking ritual.  

1.6.2 Intersectionality 

I draw on the concept of intersectionality, as Kimberle Crenshaw frames it, as a 

coming together of oppressions (Crenshaw, 1991). Crenshaw says that gender issues and race 

issues are discussed and tackled separately yet in reality they intersect (Crenshaw, 

1991:1244). The question of intersectionality within my case study of Pat Pillay through 

Alleyn Diesel’s lens is further complicated by class and caste. Acknowledging South Africa’s 

systemically divisive past and its contribution to a unique set of oppressions for various 

genres of people in this country, is the first step towards social justice. As Crenshaw 

succinctly states,  

[T]he violence that many women experience is often shaped by other dimensions 
of their identities, such as race and class. Moreover, ignoring difference within 
groups contributes to tension among groups (Crenshaw, 1991:1242). 

Intersectionality also forms the basis of the Gender, Religion and Health programme, 

of which this study forms a part. The programme recognises that gender issues and, sexual 

and reproductive health rights when overlapped with religion creates an opportunity for 

religious or theological transformation. This concept will be discussed in the final chapter. 

1.7 Brief synopsis the narratives of Pat Pillay6 

1.7.1 Narrative One: Breaking the Silence 

                                                           
6 Full versions of the narratives are attached in Appendix E 
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According to Alleyn Diesel, Pat Pillay approached Diesel with this narrative just before 

‘Shakti’ went to press. Diesel recorded this story, edited it and read the edited version to Pat 

for her approval. The story entitled Breaking the Silence is Pat’s confessional about her years 

of abuse at the hands of her husband, Reuben, during their thirty years of marriage. The 

family lived in Northdale, an Indian township, at the time of these incidents. During the 

course of their marriage (1973-2003), Reuben throws her out of a moving car, burns her hair, 

breaks her bones, stabs her, continually rapes her and burns her with a lit cigarette. Reuben 

freely admits to having affairs which include him impregnating two of her younger sisters. 

She describes how one of her sisters and Reuben attempt to poison her. She manages to keep 

all of these events a close secret from her family for many years “trying to make out that all 

was okay and that my marriage was fine” (Diesel, 2007:160). Pat remains with Reuben until 

the children are adults whereupon she leaves him. There are attempts at reconciliation but 

Reuben’s violence becomes worse. He rapes and stabs her again but she doesn’t lay charges. 

Pat and Reuben eventually divorce but Pat leaves her children, Sharon, Mergen and Rogani 

with Reuben. Both Reuben and Pat are employed in menial work intermittently and Pat 

mentions not receiving money from Reuben for school fees or food, at times being unable to 

pay for electricity. Her relationship with her children is initially strained after her departure 

but at the time of telling this story, all of her children frequently visit her. She moves in with 

Joey, a friend and a fellow fire walker, and they are eventually married by Hindu rites. In the 

interview Diesel reiterates that she had been unaware of this trajectory prior to 2005.  

1.7.2 Narrative Two: Walking across Fire 

The second of the narratives about Pat Pillay, forms part of a compilation of the 

experiences of five different Hindu women, focusing on their worship of the Amman 

Goddesses. These stories are related by Diesel and from her observations, interviews and 

relationships with the women. Here, Diesel describes Pat the devotee, giving some 

background to her childhood of poverty, health conditions and ability to experience trance7. 

There is mention of a blood sacrifice in which Pat drinks the blood of animals which 

have been sacrificed for Kali. Pat’s claim is that she had stopped menstruating and “she no 

longer wanted to have sexual relations” (Diesel, 2007: 196) with her husband. She begins a 

little temple at the back of her garden where several people come to her for counselling and 

                                                           
7 Trance is experienced by many devotees of Kali, Mariamman, Draupadi and other gods and goddesses. The 
spirit of these god/goddesses are embodied by the devotee where he or she ‘becomes’ the deity who is able to 
bestow blessings to others. 
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healing while she is in a trance. Many of the problems experienced by her ‘clients’ are 

domestic issues.  

Diesel describes many of the possession trances and the factors leading up to the 

trance each time. The crux of this trajectory, however, revolves around a banning of women 

from fire-walking at the Mariamman temple in Pietermaritzburg. The temple committee at the 

time were all male. Furthermore, the Mariamman temple was the only fire-walking temple in 

KwaZulu-Natal issuing such a ban. Pat and other women, who regard the fire-walking as a 

cleansing ritual – “‘Walking through the fire is proving your …purity to people’” (Diesel, 

2007:201) – must travel to Durban temples in order to perform their rituals. Pat begins to 

question the reasons given by the temple leaders for the ban. The committee contends that 

women are more likely to suffer burns because they wear long saris. Menstruating women 

were also seen as unclean for ritual. In 1996, Pat is put in touch with journalists and her 

concerns are published in two separate newspaper articles. The response to these articles from 

the public is in favour of Pat’s plea. There is later a petition which Pat initiates, calling on the 

committee to lift the ban. The committee, however, are dismissive of the petition.  

A year later, Pat and her cousin, rebelliously walk on the fire in Pietermaritzburg 

without being granted permission. They are lifted off the coals by temple officials but the act 

is welcomed by others who supported her petition. The incident, the petition and the 

newspaper articles puts pressure on the committee to rethink the ban. Eventually in 1997, 

women are once again allowed to participate in the ritual and continue to do so. 

1.8  Conclusion 

In this chapter I offered a broad overview of the background, location and context of 

the study, in which some of the key words and concepts applicable to this body of work are 

expanded on. The main research problem, critical questions and research objective are 

explored, where after, I iterated the phenomenon being addressed as well as the significance 

of the study.  This being a qualitative study, I have stated my own positionality as the 

researcher from a contextual and theoretical perspective. The chapter also included a brief 

synopsis of the two narratives.8  

The second chapter explores the literature and theories around the themes which have 

emerged during this study. Chapter Three is a combination of the theoretical frameworks 

which were applied to the data and, the methodology, methods and analytic tools with which 
                                                           
8 Full versions of the narratives are attached in Appendix E 
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the textual and empirical data were interrogated. This chapter also investigates what steps 

were taken to ensure a reliable methodological process.  In Chapter Four, I elaborate on the 

tools of analysis and the method used. My analysis involves deconstructing the text and, by 

implication, the representations of Pat. The section entitled The deification of Pat focusses on 

the similarities of Pat’s textual representation with the Amman goddess, and the role of the 

biographer in producing Pat in this way. Chapter Five, contains the second part of the analysis 

in which I critically compare the two narratives – one of which provides insight into Pat’s 

experiences of intimate partner violence and the other, which focusses on Pat in her religious 

practices. This chapter is made up of three sections, the first of which shows the parallels and 

contradictions between the two narratives, and how they meet at the site of Pat’s body. The 

second section looks at the relationship between the biographer and the subject, looking also 

at the nuanced power relations between them. The textual and empirical data are brought into 

conversation within this chapter. Chapter Five constitutes the conclusion and findings of the 

study. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this chapter, I offer a thematic literature review which will focus on the key themes:  

embodiment, intersectionality, intimate partner violence and spirituality, the Hindu goddess 

and feminism, narrative, and representation. 

The first theme of embodiment and the various historical and theoretical 

underpinnings concerning the body, centres on the embodied experiences of a woman; her 

experiences of physical abuse, her experiences of the divine through embodied ritual and, 

finally, her resistance as actualised through her body. Therefore many of the overarching 

theories around the body are significant to this study. 

2.1 Embodiment  

Scholars have noted that western discourse dating back to Plato privileged soul/mind 

over body (Grosz, 1994, Spelman, 1982), leading to a clear binary which aligned men to the 

mind and women to the body. Spelman iterates that in the denigration of the body, women, by 

association, were deemed to be less than men. Furthermore, says Spelman, early feminists 

inherited this fear of the body or what she refers to as ‘somatophobia’, wanting to transcend 

their bodily encumbrances in search of more intellectual pursuits. As such, early feminists did 

little to bridge the mind/body binary thus perpetuating the already scathing view of the body 

and its association with all things profane and inferior (Spelman, 1982:119). This is critiqued 

by Moira Gatens (Gatens, 1996), who argues for a more deconstructive approach to feminism. 

According to Gatens most feminists have either attempted to reshape existing socio-political 

theories to fit into a suitable feminist discourse, or, on the other hand, completely dismissed 

the historical/theoretical – and patriarchal – underpinnings of the body. Based on the 

Foucauldian principle (Foucault, 1980) that power is ubiquitous and insidiously ingrained in 

everyday life, Gatens asserts that an interrogatory and deconstructive approach is necessary in 

order to subvert power relations. The body, in this case, becomes the vehicle which is not 

only subjected to various historical power inscriptions but also a possible site of resistance 

and destabilisation (Gatens, 1996:120-121). 

Questions of how one experiences pain, trauma, power and healing through the body 

are embedded within the focus of this research. Hence, Merleau-Ponty (1962) , Grosz (1994), 

and Butler (1988) provide helpful arguments for the experiences of the body with a move 
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away from Cartesian philosophies of dualism. While Merleau-Ponty’s theory on 

phenomenology (1962) expounds the importance of the body and of lived experiences, 

feminists like Grosz (1994) critique Merleau-Ponty (1962) for his focus, primarily, on the 

male experience and the male body. Merleau-Ponty asserts that consciousness is embodied 

and that we experience the world and make sense of the world through the body. The sensory 

and intellectual are not binary opposites, nor is the mind superior to the body, but they are 

both necessary for how the world is perceived. Therefore, according to Merleau-Ponty, the 

body is at once subject and object, and its relationship with its surroundings is what 

determines the perception (Grosz, 1994). The concept of the body as the centre of focus rather 

than being peripheral or subordinate to the intellect is one of Merleau-Ponty’s main 

arguments. Grosz contends, however, that Merleau-Ponty had not taken into account sexual 

difference. She also argues that even though many of the male theorists had engaged with 

theories of the body, they had not interrogated the overarching associations of what 

embodiment might mean to the feminist project and the specificities of the female body. 

Butler (Appelrouth and Edles, 2010) observes that sexuality is actually fluid and that like 

Grosz’s ‘Volatile Body’ (1994), the sexed body is a construct produced through 

performativity and is therefore fluid, thus challenging normative perceptions. Meanwhile 

Grosz (1994) argues against the containment and generalisation of, specifically, the sexed 

body, and its experiences and its reification; some of her argument can be appropriated for the 

project of the marginalised body. Reclaiming the full and ambiguous experience of the person 

in my narratives can be understood using the theories of Grosz and Butler. Although neither 

feminist approach takes into account the specificities of the experiences encountered by a 

Hindu survivor of intimate partner violence, both Grosz and Butler assert that new ways of 

seeing the body is possible. Therefore, using the frameworks of Butler’s performativity 

(1998) and  Grosz’s ‘Volatile Body’ (1994) one can begin to deconstruct some of the implicit 

inscriptions made upon the gendered and sexed body by prevailing and dominant discourse.  

2.2 Intersectionality 

In the case of my research, the body in question is not only deemed sexually inferior 

but also inferior in terms of race, caste and class in the South African context, hence it is 

significant to take into consideration the pervasive western discourse and its implications for 

how the body is viewed. In South Africa, the indentured labourers from India – specifically 

the South Indian Tamil contingent – brought with them several customs and folkloric 

practices which survived largely from oral tradition (Desai and Vahed, 2007, Diesel and 
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Maxwell, 1993). The embodied rituals such as fire walking and Kavady practices of the South 

Indian community, met with disapproval, not only by the ruling whites but also by Hindu 

reformists, who viewed the practices as barbaric, and made strides towards embracing 

philosophies which privileged scripture over ritual (Diesel and Maxwell, 1993). I, therefore, 

believe that an intersectional approach, as theorised by Crenshaw (1991), is useful for 

interrogating and understanding, what Hill-Collins refers to as, the ‘matrix of domination’ 

(Appelrouth and Edles, 2010:338) which contributes to the disparaging views of this 

particular body.  

Patricia Hill-Collins (2000), bell hooks (1984) and Kimberle Crenshaw (1991) 

investigate and explore the need for an intersectional approach to feminist perspectives 

concerning black and other racially marginalised women. While Hill-Collins points out that 

black women in the US face oppressions based on race, class, gender, and sexuality and that 

these oppressions overlap and intersect, Crenshaw acknowledges these oppressions as unique 

and specific to Black women, thereby bringing a sense of community and solidarity based on 

these oppressions.  

Many feminists who speak outside of the western discourse agree that the experiences 

of women on the margins, are imbued with complexity and therefore relative to their specific 

situations (Spivak, 1988, Mohanty, 2003). Crenshaw states that issues of race or that of 

gender based violence is often addressed in isolation, but that these issues need to be viewed 

in their totality. The intersectional approach when dealing with feminist issues becomes 

crucial in addressing the specifics of experience. As Hankivsky observes,  

Intersectionality challenges practices that privilege any specific axis of inequality, 
such as race, class, or gender and emphasizes the potential of varied and fluid 
configurations of social locations and interacting social processes in the 
production of inequities (Hankivsky, 2012:1712). 

The intersectional approach, therefore, takes cognisance of difference and the various 

aspects which contribute towards those differences. Hill-Collins and Crenshaw observe that 

the intersectional approach to feminism reclaims and voices the particular standpoint of the 

black woman in the US (Appelrouth and Edles, 2010). In so doing, resistance and opposition 

to the various oppressions would also have to intersect thus providing a platform for social 

and community transformation which could benefit communities which are affected by 

similar issues. While intersectionality as it pertains to Black feminism is useful to my study, it 

is important to understand that the circumstances affecting Black women in the US are quite 

different to those which inform the women of the Indian diaspora in South Africa.    
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Feminist issues in South Africa are complex, given the divisive effects of apartheid 

and, more so, the privileging of the white minority in avenues of education and knowledge 

production. The ordinary lived experiences of the South Indian community in South Africa 

are also influenced by other factors such as migration, class, indenture (Desai & Vahed, 

2007), and faith which contribute to experiences of the Hindu survivor of intimate partner 

violence. The theories around intersectionality and identity politics (Crenshaw, 1991) not only 

offer a different perspective to understanding a particular standpoint, but assert that hidden 

feminisms and resistances reveal themselves within the lived experiences of women. 

Hankivsky (2012) and Crenshaw (1991) look at the necessity of ‘examining how 

social locations and structural forces interact to shape and influence human experiences’ 

(2012:1713). In South Africa, the effects of the Group Areas Act persist, at once keeping 

various racial identities separate whilst perpetuating the exclusion of peripheral voices 

(Govinden, 2008). Govinden investigates the marginalisation of Indian women writers who 

have been engaged in the literary field. Her investigation draws attention to the question of 

who tells the story of the South African Indian woman. This question bears significance to my 

study because it iterates my interrogation of the ‘Shakti’ texts which have been compiled by a 

South African white woman about South African Indian women.  

2.3 Intimate Partner Violence, Spirituality and Agency 

While intersectionality requires the scholar to take cognisance of factors such as race 

and class, when it comes to victims of rape and intimate partner violence, Gqola warns 

against profiling perpetrators according to race, class, ethnicity or religion (2015:11). Gqola 

points out that it is a fallacy to assume that poverty breeds more rapists (2015:12), an untruth 

which she believes takes the focus away from the issue of rape being a ‘crime of power’ 

(Gqola, 2015:11). The main argument to come from Gqola is to refocus on the rapist or 

perpetrator of IPV, thereby demanding accountability from the perpetrator. 

Messina-Dysert (2012),on the other hand, takes her attention to the victim or survivor 

of abuse, exploring how rape could lead to a spiritual death in the victims of these abuses. 

Defining spirituality as ‘the mystical experience of the individual’ (Messina-Dysert, 

2012:122), she locates this spirituality at the centre of a woman’s selfhood and identity, which 

contribute to her selfhood, agency and self-determination. Furthermore, she asserts, that the 

invasive nature of rape has the power to infiltrate that spiritual centre and create a 

disconnection in the victim thereby stripping her of her spirituality. She examines the 
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victimhood of women who have been subjected to rape and asserts that these victims could 

‘resurrect’ their spirituality and thus their sense of self (Messina-Dysert, 2012:129). This 

healing and returning towards spirituality is a process according to Messina-Dysert (2012). 

Gillum, on the other hand, sees spirituality as a ‘coping strateg[y]’ (Gillum et al., 2006:240). 

Not only does the organisational aspect of religious or faith groups offer support, they also 

felt ‘unconditional love and acceptance from their supreme being’ (2006:240). Like Messina-

Dysert, Gillum finds a strong correlation between spirituality and identity, and makes stronger 

associations between spirituality and community support. 

2.4 The Hindu Goddess and Feminism  

Pat Pillay, the woman central to this narrative analysis, is a devotee of Hindu 

goddesses. Many western scholars have investigated Hindu goddesses and the possible 

significance of goddess worship to feminism. David Kinsley (1988) traces the scriptural and 

ritual origins of the many female deities. Analysing the Rg-veda, the earliest known 

documentation of Hindu philosophy and mythology, Kinsley shows the mythological histories 

and incarnations of goddesses who remain popular in the Hindu tradition, such as Laxmi, 

Kali, Parvati and Durga. Kinsley offers insight into, what has come to be referred to as, the 

‘benign goddesses’ and the ‘fierce goddesses’ (Diesel and Maxwell, 1993, Kinsley, 1988) in 

the Vedic tradition; with the benign goddesses usually associated with devotion (bhakti) and 

dharma (right path) and the fierce goddesses, with death, destruction and rage while also 

representational of and synonymous with the liberation from karmic cycles (moksha) and 

power (shakti) (Narayan, 1999). Foulston (2002), like Kinsley highlights the binary 

representations of the fierce and benign goddesses, although Kinsley’s analysis does show a 

richer and more textured interpretation of these goddesses. The benign goddesses are almost 

always consorts to their more powerful male partners while the fierce goddesses are 

independent and seldom married (Foulston, 2002). Although Kinsley also investigates the 

folkloric deities of the South Indian traditions, he does not discuss the goddess Draupadi who 

is central to the fire walking ceremony. Foulston does focus on the fire walking ceremony as 

performed in India, comparing two major cities in Tamil Nadu and Orissa.  

 Several Hindu goddesses have become synonymous with having endured hardships 

and being devoted wives (Hiltebeitel, 1988). Draupadi, the heroine of the Mahabharata, was 

one of these goddesses. Hiltebeitel, Foulston and Diesel (2002) offer an interpretation of 

Draupadi, as she is portrayed in the Mahabharata, as a woman who has endured physical and 

moral humiliation and abuse and survives to witness the destruction of her enemies. Many of 
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the fire walking traditions have South Indian connections to Amman (mother) worship and 

have bearing on studying aspects of the divine feminine (Foulston, 2002). In the Brahmanical 

account of the Mahabharata, Draupadi is not seen as a goddess but in the South Indian 

versions she is transformed into a phoenix-like goddess (Hiltebeitel, 1988) who is able to 

cleanse herself from her past abuses by walking on fire. Through a South Indian 

interpretation, Draupadi ‘had attained the status of the fierce South Indian goddess of fire, 

who requires propitiation, but can also bestow great blessings on her devotees (Diesel and 

Maxwell, 1993:51). 

Foulston compares Amman worship in two temples in different South Indian cities in 

India. She observes that ‘the fire walk is seen as an honour and a privilege rather than a 

punishment’ (2002:139).  

The history of the diaspora and the ways in which many of the traditions and religious 

practices have come to survive in South Africa is discussed in several publications. South 

Indian folk deities such as Draupadi and Marriamman have come to play a central role in the 

Tamil rituals within South Africa (Diesel 1993). As mentioned before, however, these South 

Indian traditions – brought across from India by, mainly indentured labourers (Desai & 

Vahed, 2007) and passed down orally from generation to generation – were under derogatory 

attack from Neo-Hindu movements (Kumar, 2013b). The Hindu reformist movement, for 

example, made attempts to ‘rationalise’ the face of Hinduism by claiming that ancient texts, 

such as the Vedas, were the ultimate word on Hinduism. Rituals and rites as performed by 

many of the South Indian Hindu communities were deemed archaic, and organisations such as 

the Arya Samaj and the Hare Krishna movements attempted to distance itself from traditions 

such as Kavady and fire walking (Kumar, 2013, Diesel, 1993:63). The Hindu reformist 

movement also attempted to intellectualise Hindu religious practice and made assertions of 

monotheistic belief systems (Kumar, 2013). Kumar notes that the Hindu reformists were 

afraid that Hindu practitioners would convert to Christianity and that ritual practices would 

not survive in South Africa. Interestingly, much of the Neo-Hindu reform movement is 

immersed in the Brahmanical tradition, which is itself, according to Uma Chakravarti, steeped 

in patriarchy and caste politics (Chakravarti, 1993). “Caste hierarchy and gender hierarchy” 

she says, “are the organising principles of the Brahmanical social order and are closely 

interconnected” (1993: 579). Although caste is not a legal issue in South Africa, underlying 

ideologies based on the caste system in India have been inherited; and what is deemed 

religiously superior and inferior in South Africa has been informed by prior caste distinctions.  
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Kumar (2013) and Diesel (1993) note that the so-called “inferior” and “archaic” 

practices, particularly Amman worship has survived the strong opposition. Although scholars 

and proponents of Amman worship, such as Diesel, rally for women to understand the 

feminist underpinnings of Amman worship (Diesel, 2002), rituals such as fire walking and 

Kavady have survived and remain strong from an oral and ritual understanding. Popular 

literature by Tamil preservationists have made attempts to document some of the reasons and 

history surrounding Amman worship and those seeking reasons for their practice are usually 

informed by these documents. Diesel observes that there is a ‘discrepancy between the respect 

paid to these divine images [forms of Amman] and the daily realities of Hindu women’ (2002: 

5).  

2.5 Agency 

The next theme which frames my analysis is agency. Chandra Mohanty (1988) and Patricia 

Hill-Collins (2000) assert that resistance is always present even within marginalised 

communities and one is never completely a victim (Said, 1979). bell hooks explores power, 

emphasising that women can exercise a “basic personal power” by refusing to accept an 

oppressive shaping of their realities thus even the uneducated and unsophisticated resist in 

this way. Lois McNay in Gender and Agency, argues that, theoretically, ‘practices of 

subjection’ (McNay, 2013:2) are highlighted in identity formulation in dominant discourse, 

thereby implying that victimhood is a static condition for some women, and more recently, 

women from the periphery, Black, Indian, Muslim, Third World. McNay asserts that identity 

is always in a state of flux and when located in the body “is the threshold through which the 

subject’s lived experience of the world is neither pure object nor pure subject” (2013:33). 

McNay links embodiment, gender and agency and further examines the significance of 

narrative in the quest for identity and agency.  

2.6 Narrative  

Stories are at the heart of what explorers and novelists say about strange regions 
of the world; they also become the method colonized people use to assert their 
own identity and the existence of their own history.  (Said, 1993:xiii) 

In a postcolonial and poststructural feminist framework, the power of narrative has 

come to be widely recognised. As Said (1994) reflects in the statement above, much of the 

narrative prior to the postcolonial era has been one sided. The marginalised have been written 

about but via western eyes (Mohanty: 1988). Yet Said (1994) also suggests that story can be 

used to reclaim ones place in history, and is, therefore, an act of resistance and agency by the 
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previously marginalised. Riessman posits that narratives not only create the space for 

individuals to remember and re-imagine their lives, but that narratives can also mobilise social 

action (Riessman, 2008:8).  

2.7 Conclusion 

I have identified several key themes which are pertinent to my investigation. I have 

read a wide range of literature written about Hinduism and Hindu goddesses by western 

scholars both from South Africa and abroad. Several publications of what is referred to as 

popular literature have been produced for the Tamil diaspora by preservationists of Tamil 

cultural and religious heritage in this country. The folk traditions and rituals have mainly been 

passed down orally from generation to generation as a part of a cultural inheritance. The 

dearth of religious and ritual documentation marking the natural dynamism in how rituals are 

performed has led many a Hindu scholar to research the roots of their own religiosity in 

ethnographic and anthropological texts. In perusing the many texts of Indian scholars, I have 

also found that the voice of the South African Tamil woman to be somewhat tenuous. The 

production of a book like ‘Shakti’ was possible because of this gap and lack of voice.  I 

interrogate ways of knowing and epistemological privilege in this context and ask why these 

silences exist.  

There are also silences around the subject of intimate partner violence. Although Pat’s 

experience occurred more than fifteen years ago, rape and intimate partner violence is still rife 

in South Africa and the world (Gqola, 2015). Gqola coins the term “unrapable” or women 

who are deemed impossible to rape (Gqola, 2015:31). Among these are sex workers, wives 

and, slaves, whose experiences of any violence, Gqola argues, are met with incredulity. While 

religion and intimate partner violence are ‘voiced’ separately in Pat’s narratives, another 

narrative emerges at the intersection of faith and IPV. Within this intersection, I investigate 

issues of Pat’s agency and the violations of her agency imposed on her body – whether it is 

physically attacked or whether it is banned from performing rituals. Finally, from the theories 

around these concepts, I interrogate how the biographical and autobiographical elements of 

the narratives have been storied, how they have been allowed to be storied and why. 

The lack of written word about experiences which may resonate for me, as a woman 

of Indian descent, whatever that may mean in a confusing country, is the biggest tragedy. 

Communities are rich with anecdote, memory and movement – circumstances change, 

experiences are dynamic – yet this textured trajectory has not been sufficiently documented 
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by the people who experience them. Without enough documentation, the ordinary and 

intricate complexities of a changing daily life, is in danger of being reduced or even 

misrepresented, and this in no way suggests that the work done by ‘outside’ scholars, 

ethnographers or anthropologists is not valuable. In many ways qualitative research becomes 

an excavatory exercise for the researcher and this has certainly been my experience in this 

study. In delving into Pat’s stories, I also get to understand a portion of my own story while 

unearthing the complexity of the construct of ethnic identity (Gunaratnam, 2003). In the next 

chapter, I discuss the theoretical frameworks and methodology used in order to do so. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH DESIGN: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS AND METHODOLOGY  

Introduction 

In Chapter Two, I offered a thematic review of literature that explored some of the 

pertinent themes which have emerged from the data and explore how these themes have been 

conceptualised theoretically and methodologically. Furthermore, I identified certain gaps and 

silences within the literature with regards to my research. In this chapter I discuss the research 

design. Here, I introduce the theoretical frameworks adopted in the research design and 

motivate as to why these align with the rest of the design. The research methodology which 

includes the sampling, methods and tools utilised for data production and data analysis 

follows the theoretical framework. This chapter also explores my own reflexivity as the 

researcher. 

3.1 Theoretical Frameworks 

3.1.1 Poststructural Feminism 

I have used a postcolonial and poststructural feminist theoretical framework to explore 

the issues of gender, religion and sexual and reproductive health rights inherent in the textual 

and empirical data. The feminist lens, particularly from a Black feminist epistemic 

perspective (Hill-Collins 1991) has facilitated a critical examination of this data as possible 

‘master narratives’.  

A given epistemological framework specifies not only what ‘knowledge’ is and 
how to recognize it, but who are the ‘knowers’ and by what means someone 
becomes one, and also the means by which competing knowledge-claims are 
adjudicated and some rejected in favour of another/others. (Stanley and Wise, 
1993:188) 

In exploring the texts and empirical data critically, a poststructural approach was 

necessary to challenge the ways in which knowledge has been produced about the ‘other’. 

Weedon asserts that poststructuralism is relevant to feminism as it, too, deals with 

subjectivity, knowledge production, power and the possibility of change (Weedon, 1997). She 

says that, 

Feminist poststructuralism is able… to explain the working of power on behalf of 
specific interests and to analyse the opportunities for resistance to it. (Weedon, 
1997:40)  
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On the other hand, Nnaemeka contends that:  

Poststructuralism’s focus on discourse and aesthetics instead of social action 
encourages the egocentricity and individualism that undermine collective action. 
(Nnaemeka, 2004:364) 

Despite Nnaemeka’s critique of poststructuralism, I believe in the value of 

“destabilising subject and text” (Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2000:149) and hence, interrogating 

the centre of power and knowledge. Understanding how knowledge is produced, how it 

comes to be constructed in a certain way, who benefits from this construction and whose 

voice may be advanced or compromised in the process, is also an important form of social 

action. Part of this social action is to acknowledge other ‘ways of knowing’ and recognise the 

nuanced power dynamics inherent in narrative representations. Gqola points out that “writing 

and imagining is doing – it is action and politically consequential, not retreat” (2015:26)9. 

Here I would like to add that re-writing and re-imagining is just as important. 

Poststructuralism also affords an opportunity to problematise and challenge “the single story” 

(Adichie, 2009).  

Hence, the poststructural feminist approach has facilitated an interpretative, reflexive, 

interrogative and, possibly, subversive analytical platform with which to critique the 

representations of Pat Pillay in the two biographies. This approach recognises, firstly that 

Pat’s lived experiences are embedded within a real and specific system of oppression (post-

apartheid South Africa, in a racially divided township, in poverty), while on the other hand, 

her identity is constructed through ‘social discourse’. As Gunaratnam suggests, “social 

discourses and lived experiences are co-constituted” (2003:7).  In other words, within the 

context of my research, although a poststructural framework challenges the idea that Pat’s 

identity is fixed or predetermined because of her religion, it does not seek to undermine her 

lived experience (Mohanty, 2003:510). In recognising these nuances, I have also used 

intersectionality as a theoretical lens. 

3.1.2  Intersectionality 

Intersectionality is embedded in this study on three platforms. Firstly I have examined 

the texts at the intersections of gender, religion and sexual and reproductive health rights. I 

have interrogated how Hindu religious practice, intimate partner violence and feminism might 

intersect within the context of the two primary texts and the supporting textual material. This 

                                                           
9 Emphasis mine 
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multidisciplinary lens, therefore, seeks to understand the relationship of these overlapping 

paradigms. 

Secondly, intersectionality, as referred to by Crenshaw (1991) and Hill-Collins (2000), 

recognises that many women are subject to a “matrix of domination” (Collins, 2000:39). For 

women on the margins, oppressions such as race, class, gender and religious alterity, meld to 

form a network of social problems which cannot be treated in isolation from each other. In the 

context of South Africa, various oppressions continue to exist as debris from the apartheid 

legacy, with identity politics still deeply situated (entrenched) in systemic and institutional 

inequity. I assert that these unique intersections contribute to the shaping of the experiences 

and resistances of Pat Pillay within the narratives.  

The third intersection is situated in the analysis of the texts and interview transcripts. 

In other words, there are intersecting layers to these stories and how they could be interpreted. 

These layers of story include its “literal meaning”, its “symbolic meaning” and the 

biographer’s understanding of the text (Sosulski 2010: 40).  

A fourth layer of inquiry pertinent to this research is my own standpoint and 

interpretation of the text.  

The various intersections of theme, theory and analysis will, I believe, enhance an 

understanding of the complexities inherent in the narratives, thereby excavating and 

deconstructing the “subaltern” (Spivak, 1988) voice.   
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3.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.2.1 Research Paradigm 

Based on the theoretical framework of poststructural feminism and intersectionality, I 

have used a qualitative research methodology in order to interpret, interrogate and deconstruct 

the data produced in this study. The qualitative research paradigm places emphasis on the 

production of data through this theoretical lens rather than merely the collection of data, 

because “interpretation precedes data” (Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2000:261). Within this 

paradigm is the recognition that data is always produced and influenced by the researcher’s 

ontology, background, biases and location. 

3.2.2 Producing the Data 

Textual Data 

The ‘Shakti’ Narratives 

My methodology comprises a combination of empirical and textual data production. At the 

beginning of my research, I had envisioned producing my data purely from the ‘Shakti’ 

stories, interrogating them in relation to each other. As other questions began to emerge from 

these initial readings, I considered interviewing Pat Pillay. An empirical angle, especially an 

unmediated account of her experiences documented in the texts would, I felt, enrich the data 

production. Alleyn Diesel, who agreed to a preliminary meeting, notified me that Pat Pillay 

had died in 2009. Diesel was very helpful in steering me towards the prolific literature which 

she has produced about the Hindu community in KwaZulu-Natal, as well as newspaper 

archival material about Pat Pillay and the issues of the fire-walking ban. This body of work by 

Diesel, as well as my informal meeting with her, spurred other questions, strongly 

contributing to the concept of representation within my research questions. With the 

understanding that “any biographer’s view is a socially located and necessarily partial one” 

(Stanley, 1992:7), I wanted to investigate the ways in which the biographer’s location might 

‘story’ and inscribe someone like Pat Pillay, a devout Hindu practitioner, an activist and a 

survivor of IPV.  
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Alleyn Diesel’s Articles and Papers on Amman Worship10 

Diesel’s literature on Amman goddesses, Hinduism and Hindu women made up a considerable 

body of the textual data. Many of these papers and articles focused on the worship of Amman 

goddess being potentially empowering for women. These scholarly articles are written for an 

academic audience while the narratives featured in ‘Shakti’ was published for a wider public 

audience. These articles are significant in that they are reflectors of the author’s perspective 

and, underscore some of Diesel’s conclusions about Amman worship, Hindu women and their 

relationship to suffering. The integration of the ‘Shakti’ texts and the academic articles 

constitute the textual data of this research. 

Newspaper Articles 

There are selected newspaper articles focussing on Pat’s fire walking activism, in which other 

representations of Pat’s narrative are highlighted11. The articles form part of the secondary 

data and provide the context and the viewpoint of a selected group of journalists. While 

several other newspapers –including The Post, a provincial newspaper specifically focussing 

on ‘Indian’ matters – would most probably have covered some of the events of the 

firewalking, I was unable to trace these in the system. The choice of articles and the 

journalists who cover the stories are an important element to the analysis of the narratives 

because they form part of Diesel’s records of the events. The journalists are also part of 

Diesel’s network. I will elaborate further on this in the analysis in chapter 4. 

Empirical Data 

The empirical aspect of my methodology comprised four semi-structured interviews, two with 

author, Alleyn Diesel and two with former journalist, Nalini Naidoo12.  

Interviews 

I chose to interview Alleyn Diesel, primarily, because I believed it would enrich my 

understanding of the author’s reflections of Pat Pillay within ‘Shakti’ narratives. Diesel had 

known Pat Pillay and observed her spiritual practices for over ten years. Many of the 

                                                           
10 Diesel, A. 1998. The empowering image of the divine mother: A South African Hindu woman worshipping 
the goddess. Journal of Contemporary Religion, 13, 73-90, Diesel, A. 2002. Tales of Women's Suffering: 
Draupadi and other Amman Goddesses as Role Models for Women. Journal of Contemporary Religion, 17, 5, 
Diesel, A. & Maxwell, P. 1993. Hinduism in Natal: A brief guide, University of Natal Press. 
11 Appendix F 
12 Nalini uses the married surname, Dixon now. At the time of publication she went as Nalini Naidoo. I will refer 
to her as Naidoo throughout this study 
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interview questions focused on her interactions and relationship with Pat Pillay, before, 

during and after her religious activist pursuits and during her experiences of IPV. Secondly, I 

wanted to interrogate Diesel’s own narrative within these texts through her ontological 

positioning as a researcher and biographer. The interview material could build upon the data 

extracted from the academic articles, further elaborating on Diesel’s historic connection to 

Hinduism in South Africa, and her scholarly and personal relationship with Hindu women.  

I chose, as my second interview participant, former journalist Nalini Naidoo, who I 

had been told was familiar with Pat Pillay and had been a journalist at The Natal Witness 

during the time that the petition against the fire walking ban had been published.  I wanted to 

gather Naidoo’s perspective on Pat, the context of the narratives, Naidoo’s own relationship 

with Pat and, finally Naidoo’s memory of Diesel’s relationship with Pat.  

Interview Process 

I contacted Diesel and Naidoo in advance, informing both of my request and the parameters 

of my study. Diesel agreed to two, one hour interviews, on condition that she was allowed to 

see the questions prior to the interview. An interview schedule 13 was designed uniquely for 

each participant in that the questions differed for each of them. The schedule was designed as 

a semi-structured interview thereby encouraging my participants to engage in the narrative 

unfolding of data (Riessman, 2001). The semi-structured interview allowed for greater 

conversation and hence, richer data (Riessman 2008:23).  

The interview schedule was emailed to Alleyn Diesel a week prior to the first 

interview. Diesel chose the time and venue – the Tatham Art Gallery – a place which she 

frequented and was comfortable within. We met over coffee and although there were some 

background sounds and one or two interruptions from people who knew her, the interview 

went fairly smoothly. Diesel was given an opportunity to peruse the informed consent form14 

and we commenced with the interview after she had signed the form. I recorded the interview 

on my smartphone and asked if I could also back-up the interview on a video camera. Diesel 

was comfortable with this but I averted the lens of the video camera. The back-up proved to 

be valuable because the sound quality was clearer than the phone.  Diesel had read through 

the interview schedule and both stories to refresh her memory to the incidents from nearly 

twenty years ago. I was aware that the time that had passed would impact on the 

                                                           
13 Appendix D 
14 Appendix C 
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trustworthiness of the memories. The fallibility of memory would prove significant during my 

interview with Nalini Naidoo. I will, however, elaborate on that later in this chapter.  

Diesel brought along her own copy of ‘Shakti’ and many of the articles which she had 

written. Although we began the interview with the first question, some of Diesel’s answers 

overlapped as she described what she remembered about Pat. I also prompted and encouraged 

elaboration whenever possible. Although we had scheduled an hour session for each 

interview, this session extended to nearly two hours. At its culmination, we had already 

covered the entire schedule of questions, albeit not in that particular order. The second 

interview was less structured and steered into a personal reflection on Diesel’s part. I also 

engaged more with Diesel and it was less of an interview and more of a conversation. The 

first interview and excerpts of the second interview were transcribed. These were emailed to 

Diesel who returned them to me with a few typographical corrections. 

My interviews with Nalini Naidoo did not unfold as smoothly as did those with 

Diesel. Naidoo had not had time to read the questions before our first meeting and needed to 

remind herself of the events of twenty years ago. The session was mainly social and vague in 

terms of details. We agreed to meet for the main interview a week from then. During this time 

Naidoo read through the ‘Shakti’ narratives and found the article which she had written about 

the lifting on the ban. Upon reflecting on the dates, Naidoo determined that, although she had 

covered the lifting of the ban in 1999, she had actually not been involved with any the of 

petition coverage. Her CV placed her elsewhere during this time. She admitted, with some 

amusement, that having read so profusely about the temple ban and the circumstances around 

the petition, she had convinced herself of her personal involvement in the petition.  

I was forced to acknowledge that in asking both Diesel and Naidoo to recount the 

incidents of twenty years ago, I would also be asking them to reconstruct the past from 

“memory with all its faults and tricks”(Stanley, 1992:62). In her reconstruction of the past, 

Naidoo had “fictionalised” her contribution to and coverage of the temple petition (Stanley, 

1992:62). Hence both Diesel and Naidoo rely on the written documentation to reconstruct the 

past in a way which seems less fictitious. In Chapter five I will come back to how the 

interviews may contain elements of fiction in remembering the past, and how they may 

become a tool for destabilising the text.   
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3.2.3 Data Analysis Strategies 

I used Ribbens’ “voice-centred relational method” or VCRM (1997:136), to ask 

questions of both my transcripts and my textual data. Ribbens et al apply this method to 

transcripts but I found that it worked just as well on the two narratives. The method has two 

stages with the first stage comprising four readings, while stage two reveals the themes which 

emerge from these readings. The four readings in stage one encourage an examination of 

multiple perspectives: the first reading begins the overall structure and plot of the data, as well 

as, the researcher’s (my own) response to the data (1997:126); and the second reading 

highlights “how the participant …speaks about herself”. At this stage I adapted the “voice-

centred relational method” marginally by omitting the third reading and moving on to reading 

four, which places the responses of interview participants (and the responses of the text) 

within “broader social, political, cultural and structural contexts” (1997:132). In chapter four, 

I will expand on this method in greater detail. This approach to the texts and interview 

material provides multiple viewpoints to emerge while highlighting the complexity of the 

texts.  

Amalgamating the interview transcriptions, the primary data and the secondary data, I 

went on to deconstruct the hidden layers of meaning within the data; to look at how these 

narratives may have been produced, and why they might have been produced in this particular 

way. In keeping with stage two, I began to extract strong theoretical concepts and themes 

which began to emerge from the close text reading of the data and the VCRM process. 

Themes which I felt were pertinent to addressing my key research questions were:  

representation, the inscribed body, ways of knowing and lived experience, agency and power, 

intersectionality and intimate partner violence. 

As an analytical tool, in alignment with my theoretical framework, I used Baxter’s 

feminist poststructuralist discourse analysis or FPDA (Baxter, 2008). Resembling Critical 

Discourse Analysis (CDA), FPDA positions itself as having a “transformative” approach 

rather than CDA’s “emancipatory agenda” (Baxter, 2010:19). In other words FPDA attempts 

to unseat the dominant narrative but does not seek to replace the ‘master-narrative’ with the 

‘counter-narrative’. Baxter (2008:3), describes FPDA as 

an approach to analysing intertextualised discourses in spoken interaction and 
other types of text. It draws upon the poststructuralist principles of complexity, 
plurality, ambiguity, connection, recognition, diversity, textual playfulness, 
functionality and transformation.  
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In Chapter four I will expand on the FPDA analytic tool in greater detail. 

3.2.4 Validity, Rigour, Reliability 

Riessman attempts to establish guidelines for validity and trustworthiness in qualitative 

research (2008:186-200), noting that there are no fixed rules when testing validity when 

narrative is open to subjectivity and situatedness (2008:200). She recommends that data 

produced should ‘correspond’ with other information, either factually or conceptually 

(2008:186). Within a subjective and poststructural study, such as this, the only reliability is 

that the possibility exists for multiple, complex readings and findings to the research 

questions and the questions posed to the texts and transcripts. In reading multiple documents, 

namely the interview transcripts, the narratives, newspaper articles and other works written by 

Diesel, I have attempted to offer an intertextual context which can be cross referenced. It has 

not been my intention to arrive at an indisputable or accurate verification of the narratives but 

rather to arrive at clues – inherent within this cross section of texts and empirical data – as to 

possible reasons why these texts have been written in this way. Constant self-reflection or 

reflexivity was necessary in order to also cross check my own responses and reactions to the 

data.  

3.2.5 Reflexivity 

Reflection [reflexivity] means interpreting one’s own interpretations, looking at 
one’s own perspectives from other perspectives, and turning a self-critical eye 
onto one’s own authority as interpreter and author  (Alvesson and Sköldberg, 
2000:vii) 

Acknowledging that I locate myself theoretically within a feminist paradigm, I also 

recognise that this is a feminist approach which is aligned to the view that there are 

overlapping discriminations including patriarchy which influence the lived experiences of 

women of colour in South Africa. Apart from my academic positioning, my personal ontology 

is always implicated in the research. I am aware that as I have read the texts, formulated the 

questions for the interviews, conducted the interviews, transcribed them and reread the 

transcriptions, I have, all the while, engaged in this process through a particular lens, 

infiltrating the data with my own interpretation and subjectivity (Ribbens and Edwards, 

1997:124, Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2000:261).  

I approached the ‘Shakti’ narratives firstly as an ‘Indian’ woman, searching for voices 

which might resonate with my own lived experience. Secondly, I read the texts as a scholar of 
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literature, hence recognising elements of ‘fiction’ even within these ‘true’ stories. Thirdly, I 

realised that my readings were already filtered by an underlying scepticism about how 

ordinary people claim back their faith so that it works for them. This translated into the tone 

of the empirical process, or, in other words, how I structured the questions and engaged with 

the participants.  

With regards to the power dynamics between myself and my participants, I was aware 

that my own power as a researcher allowed me ‘airtime’ to interview Diesel, a well-

established and renowned academic. My position as a relatively young researcher was non-

threatening to my participants who both had prior experience of being interviewed on their 

work.  

3.2.6 Ethical Considerations 

The participants were given an informed consent form to view and sign. They were 

made aware that their identities would be disclosed and both participants were comfortable 

with this arrangement, signing and returning the informed consent forms. They were both sent 

transcripts for review. 

3.2.7. Conclusion 

In this chapter, I covered the theoretical framework and methodology which show the 

data production strategies, sampling and instruments used, ethical consideration, reflexivity 

and trustworthiness of studies. While the interviewing process was not without its challenges 

– such as having to rely on the, often deceptive, memory of my participants – the empirical 

data added a nuanced and human element to the research. Although I was aware that the 

content of what was elicited during the interviews might not be reliable, I was more interested 

in how the interviews uncovered the perspectives and worldviews of the participants. Reading 

the transcripts and texts using feminist poststructural discourse analysis as an analytical tool 

afforded me the opportunity to interrogate and deconstruct the data in alignment with the 

feminist poststructural theoretical framework. The voice centred relational method provided 

the platform to dissect the multiple layers of the texts while recognising the multiple ‘voices’ 

which construct the research product (Ribbens and Edwards, 1997:140). The following 

chapter will elaborate on the method and analytical tool used to answer the critical questions 

underpinning this study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Having motivated for and explained my chosen theoretical frameworks in section 3.1 of the 

previous chapter, I went on to unfurl the methodological processes utilised in producing my 

data in section 3.2.  Given that this is a qualitative methodological paradigm and, that I use a 

feminist post-structural lens which is underpinned by intersectionality, I chose feminist post-

structural discourse analysis or FPDA as my analytical tool.  

4.1 Feminist Post-structural Discourse Analysis – FDPA 

Feminist Post-structural Discourse Analysis, as explained by Judith Baxter, bears the most 

resemblance to Critical Discourse Analysis, “that primarily studies the way social power 

abuse, dominance, and inequality are enacted, reproduced, and resisted by text and talk in the 

social and political context” (Van Dijk, 2001:352, Baxter, 2010:19). Baxter proposes that 

amidst the differences between FPDA and CDA, is that FPDA as a post-structural tool prefers 

to deconstruct the ‘grand narratives’ of social discourse without turning the aim of turning the 

counter-narrative into yet another grand narrative (Baxter, 2010:19). Baxter believes that 

CDA has a particular “emanicipatory agenda”, hence, 

while CDA in principle (e.g. van Dijk, 2001) seeks to deconstruct hegemonic power 
relations inscribed within texts, and in so doing, may produce a single, oppositional 
reading that may eventually become authoritative, a post-structuralist, supplementary 
approach encourages the possibility of several competing readings. This means that 
no single reading of a text is regarded as fixed, but that every reading can be reviewed 
and perhaps contested in the light of competing perspectives or methods of analysis  
(Baxter, 2010:19) 

While I am cognisant that structural, ideological and systemic inequalities exist, and 

while I have interrogated these inequalities within the broader social context for this study, I 

also subscribe to Baxter’s notion of multiple readings, and “the multiplicity of reader’s 

identities”, recognising that power and resistance are also fluid (19).  

4.2 Voice Centred Relational Method/VCRM 

I have used this method to interrogate the ‘Shakti’ narratives and the interview 

transcripts, in order to extract and explore pertinent themes within the data. Using VCRM, I 

have briefly examined the overall structure of the plot, my own responses to the text and 

Diesel’s presence within the texts. Quite importantly, VCRM takes into consideration the 
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“broader social, political, cultural and structural contexts” of the texts being read (Ribbens 

and Edwards, 1997:132). From an intersectional feminist viewpoint, it is thus, crucial to 

interrogate the broader context in which Pat Pillay and Alleyn Diesel are located within the 

narratives. The VCRM, as an integrated reading process, offers us a more composite and 

multi-layered account of Pat, devout Hindu and survivor of extreme intimate partner violence, 

located within a social, political, cultural and structural context. 

4.3 Deconstructing Pat 

In analysing Pat’s narratives, I try to deconstruct Pat to elucidate the ways in which she may 

have been produced. The analysis which follows tries to understand how and why these 

narratives come into being. In the deconstruction of Pat, it is not my intention, even if that 

were possible, to arrive at some universal counter truth. Deconstructing Pat, in some ways 

means deconstructing her biographer, all the while being sensitive of and cognisant to the 

complexities of reading, writing and researching the lived experiences of others. It is, 

therefore, not my intention to dispute the value of a book like ‘Shakti’ as a resource not only 

for Indian women but for all South Africans. My interest is in how the biographer’s 

standpoint may influence the telling of a story, and how power relations may affect the 

outcomes of these narratives. In the following analysis I also question how much of the 

biographer resides in Pat’s narratives15 and to explore outside the centrality of Diesel’s telling 

of Pat’s trajectory, by juxtaposing and integrating the two stories. 

Diesel’s compilation, ‘Shakti: Stories of Indian Women in South Africa’ could be 

divided into two parts, the first of which contains a kaleidoscope of narratives which Diesel 

asserts ‘reveal the [Indian] women’s view of themselves’(Diesel, 2007:vii). Breaking the 

Silence, Pat Pillay’s experiences revealing her violent domestic life, is amongst these stories.  

The second cluster of stories called Hindu women worshipping the goddess in KwaZulu-Natal 

contains Walking on fire the second of Pat’s stories. ‘Shakti’, therefore, contains stories of a 

group of Indian women compiled by Diesel, which she asserts ‘would not otherwise have 

been recorded’ (vii). While it could be argued that first person narratives are more 

autobiographical, I refer to both as biographies, particularly in Pat’s case, because Pat is 

illiterate and the mediation of the biographer would have been inescapable in terms of the 

writing up and editing of the narrative, albeit in a sensitive, ethical and rigorous way. Diesel 

says in the preface to ‘Shakti’,  

                                                           
15 The two narratives are entitled Walking across fire and Breaking the silence  
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Wherever possible, I have allowed the women to speak for themselves, in their 
own words as captured on a tape recorder. Each woman in this collection has seen 
what has been written about and has expressed her satisfaction with the tone and 
accuracy of her story. (Diesel, 2007:vii) 

So although Diesel is scrupulous about ensuring that the women were happy about the final 

product, it remains, perhaps necessarily so, under her direction. We could also interrogate the 

gaps and what may not have been ‘allowed’ into the final text. We cannot, therefore, merely 

take these narratives at face value. As Stanley succinctly asserts, while:- 

Both biography and autobiography lay claim to facticity, …both are by nature 
artful enterprises which select, shape, and produce a very unnatural product 
(Stanley, 1992:4) 

Hence, I analyse Breaking the silence and Walking on Fire as products of fiction, co-

produced by storyteller, biographer and, myself as researcher. The plot of each of the 

narratives is presented separately and as fully structured pieces which do not seem to have 

any association with each other. However, in reading the narratives together and piecing 

together a timeline to this trajectory, I was able to reconstruct Pat within a different paradigm. 

Each narrative offers its own structure and plot independent of the other, yet it is in reading 

them side by side that a more textured exposé of Pat Pillay begins to surface.  

The following analyses and deconstruction is broken down into two sections. Firstly, 

The deification of Pat, explores the textual similarities between Pat and the Amman16 

goddesses, particularly Kali and Draupadi who are central to Pat’s devotion.  By drawing on 

some of Diesel’s other published works on Amman worship, with particular focus on The 

Suffering Mothers. The Hindu Goddesses as Empowering Role Models for Women (Diesel, 

2005),in relation to the ‘Shakti’ narratives, I assert that Pat’s characteristics are often 

conflated with Diesel’s interpretation of these Amman goddesses.  

Pat’s body: public and personal, in chapter five, investigates how Pat’s body is inscribed 

through her religious practices and by her experience of abuse. This section also looks at the 

body of the text, by combining both narratives into a woven trajectory revealing thus, the 

complexity of her lived experience. Juxtaposing Walking across Fire and Breaking the 

Silence in this section primarily examines how Pat’s body is violated and how her spirituality 

is enacted within her body. Additionally, both texts are interrogated to examine how her body 

                                                           
16 Amman or Mother goddesses are primarily non-Brahmanical goddesses with folk or village origins. In South 
Africa they are largely but not exclusively venerated by the South Indian diaspora. More on Amman, Kali and 
Draupadi will follow later in the chapter. 
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is written about. Both narratives focus strongly on the agential and non-agential aspects of 

Pat’s body, with its public (religious and textual) and personal (domestic and relational) 

inscriptions. I also explore the nuanced dynamics of power, resistance and agency that are 

implicit in the narratives, while constantly drawing on the interview material. This section 

looks closely, in part, at the complex power relationship between Pat and Diesel, as 

researched and researcher. Pat’s own resistance and agency within her domestic, religious and 

textual life are also explored in this section.  

4.3.1 The Deification of Pat 

Alleyn Diesel’s significant research on Hinduism in South Africa places great emphasis on 

Amman worship. Early in her research, having recognised that literature on the subject of 

Amman worship in South Africa was scant, she began reading some of the available material 

on goddess veneration. In 1995 she met Pat Pillay, a devotee of Kali and Draupadi, who had 

been immersed in the rituals surrounding these deities. The combination of prominent works 

by scholars such as Alf Hiltebeitel’s The Cult of Draupadi (1988) and Diesel’s own research 

on Pat Pillay’s lived religiosity, provided much of the substance for Diesel’s later 

publications. In an interview with Diesel, she says, 

And so I had Pat showing me the ritual and Alf Hiltebeitel saying what was going 
on in India and the mythology behind it                                                         
(Interview with Alleyn Diesel: 29 September 2016) 

Diesel’s publications endorse a liberatory “feminist theodicy”(Diesel, 2002:5) in 

which she asserts that Amman goddess veneration and knowledge around their mythology, 

could be empowering for women (Diesel, 2002, Diesel, 2005). Juxtaposing the ‘Shakti’ 

narratives with Diesel’s related articles on the subject, I contend, through the evidence below, 

that Pat’s characteristics are often conflated with those of the Amman goddesses, amongst 

them Kali and Draupadi. In other words, not only is Diesel’s interpretation of the deities 

informed by Pat’s experiences but conversely, so are Pat’s narratives imbued with Diesel’s 

notion of the Amman goddess. Similarly, my analysis shows how Diesel’s, sometimes 

essentialist, notions of Hindu women and Hinduism, is subtly woven into both narratives.  

There has been a wide range of material written about Hinduism and more specifically 

the diverse Hindu goddesses. Not surprisingly however, the goddesses who are traceable 

through scripture and what Kinsley calls the ‘great tradition’ (Kinsley, 2005:2), have been 

analysed in more detail than the popular goddesses who are more commonly worshipped in 
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the local village traditions (Foulston, 2002). This great tradition, also referred to as the formal, 

Brahmanical, Aryan, Pan-Indian (Lewis, 2016) and sometimes the canonical tradition, is 

widely documented in scriptures such as the Rg-Vedas, the Puranas, the Mahabharata, the 

Upanishads and the Ramayana. Many scholars have noted that less scriptural evidence has 

existed about the village or local goddesses despite the vast reach of their veneration both in 

India (Foulston, 2002) and in South Africa (Lal and Vahed, 2013). Amman or mother 

goddesses form part of this lesser documented oral, village tradition (Foulston, 2002:62), also 

known as the gramadevata tradition (Lewis, 2016). Sometimes the formal traditions are 

associated with North Indian religiosity while the village or gramadevata traditions become 

synonymous with Dravidian religious practices. I make reference to the goddesses in this way 

because of the way two separate camps or clusters of apparently disparate spiritual strains 

seem to present themselves in Hindu history. However, despite the tendency to distinguish 

between them, the goddesses – the village Amman goddess and the formal Brahminical 

goddess – are not binarily opposed categorisations, and their complexity is sometimes blurred 

in the classification process. Within the South African context, the relationship between North 

and South Indian, Amman and Brahmanical is even more complex and more porous, with the 

traditions strongly influencing each other (Kumar, 2012:23).  

Dichotomies and disparities are drawn between the Pan-Indian goddesses as well, with 

what Foulston refers to as “essentially benign” and “essentially fierce” goddesses. Laxmi, 

Saraswati, and Parvati are referred to as “essentially benign goddesses…equated with 

conventional human feminine ideals” (Foulston, 2002:16). Kali and Durga, “essentially fierce 

goddesses”, have been appropriated by the Amman tradition and display many of the 

characteristics of the rageful, autonomous Amman goddess. I will first explore these so-called 

‘essentially benign goddesses’ below,  

Many feminist scholars including Diesel have viewed the benign goddesses in a 

somewhat disparaging light. This could be because the benign goddess is portrayed in a 

“wifely role”, usually physically smaller than and, subservient to their husbands (Foulston, 

2002:16), the great gods Vishnu, Brahma and Shiva. In The Suffering Mothers. The Hindu 

goddess as empowering role models for women (2005:42), Diesel asserts that,  

[t]his human situation is reflected in the two kinds of Goddesses: those who are 
married, the consorts of males to whom they are submissive and obedient; and 
those who are independent, ‘virgin’, uncontrolled by males, and therefore 
potentially threatening to the usually accepted stereotype of gender relations. 
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The underlying, not uncommon, sentiment here is that the consort goddesses are less powerful 

and by implication so then are the many Hindu women who regard these goddesses as role 

models. The benign representations reflect the “traditional status of Hindu women” (Diesel, 

2005:44), if not the essential Hindu woman. Hence, the benign goddesses become associated 

with what is normative and expected of women in Hindu society.  

In Walking across Fire, it is Pat’s external environment which is represented as the 

normative, traditional and oppressive aspect of Hindu society. Pat is born to parents who are 

very “traditional and conservative” and do not approve of Pat’s devotion to Kali or the Kali 

trance which she first experiences at the age of eight (Diesel, 2007:194). Pat’s “strict” 

upbringing is seen as conventional and her parents “encourage” Pat to get married in order to 

take her focus away from her Kali worship (Diesel, 2007:194). Pat’s other challenge is the 

“all male” temple committee in Pietermaritzburg who have taken it upon themselves to ban 

women from walking the fire. Despite the fact that this is the only fire-walking temple in 

KwaZulu-Natal to implement such a ban, the act is significantly oppressive to women who 

want to participate in the ritual (Diesel, 2007:199). The temple seems to endorse the notion of 

the ideal woman who is no more than a support to men; the women of the temple, despite 

their devotion or capabilities, are “confined to circumambulating the pit and encouraging the 

men” (Diesel, 2007: 200). Hinduism is portrayed as normatively patriarchal and oppressive, 

with the all-male temple committee portrayed as a microcosm of this inherent oppression.  

So if my argument is that Pat’s oppressive religious and family environment require 

her to be submissive like the benign goddesses, then Pat’s representation in Walking across 

Fire can be said to epitomise defiance and power, features of the “essentially fierce 

goddesses” such as Kali, Durga and the vengeful Amman goddesses. Among other things 

Diesel’s Pat is cast as rebellious and fiery.  

The evocative opening lies of Walking across Fire introduce us to Pat Pillay in the 

throes of a Kali trance, where Pat has become “a human manifestation of divinity, 

…commanding and fierce, emulating the characteristics of the powerful goddess” (Diesel, 

2007:194)17. Trance or possession by a deity is a significant feature of Amman worship 

wherein it is believed that once “the goddess takes over the mortal body, the recipient is the 

goddess, therefore the profane [devotee] has become sacred” (Foulston, 2002:145). So while 

it is normal for Diesel to describe Pat as Kali in her trance-like state, I will illustrate below 

                                                           
17 See Appendix E for full narrative 
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that interspersed within the textured ‘Shakti’ narratives are aspects of Kali and Draupadi 

which become synonymous with Pat the devotee.   

Pat’s portrayal in Walking across Fire bears many similarities to Kali, an ‘essentially 

fierce’ goddess. According to Kinsley, Kali can be found on the “periphery of Hindu society 

(she is worshipped by tribal or low-caste people in uncivilized or wild places)” (2005:117). It 

could be argued that Pat’s racial, gendered, cultural, educational and economic 

marginalisation, similarly, place her on the edges of society. Having grown up and having 

remained in abject poverty throughout her life, Pat is also illiterate and, within the context of 

this narrative, is further discriminated against in the temple at which she worships because she 

is a woman. As an Indian woman – Indians already a racial minority in South Africa – 

practicing rituals deemed “inferior” (Kumar, 2013b:78) and “branded as superstitions”18 

(Ganesh, 2010:33), Pat seems even more Kali-like, producing in her an unlikely heroine.  

Pat, from the edges of society, is the heroine of Walking across Fire for she does 

battle with the all-male temple committee, and is at the end victorious. Kali mythology, and 

the myths surrounding many of the Amman/village goddesses, revolve around ferocious 

women doing battle with errant men, demon, human or god (Kinsley, 2005:118,202). Kali is 

said to embody female “wrath”, and in one myth is “summoned by Durga to help defeat the 

demon Ratabija” with the aid of Durga’s “fierce band of goddesses” (Kinsley, 2005:118), 

ridding the world of the enemy, usually male, in a gory and violent way.  

Pat’s battle with the temple committee is neither violent nor gory, but it could 

certainly be read as being defiant and subversive against the men standing in the way of 

justice. Pat, as constructed by Diesel, does seem to contain an element of rebellion quite early 

in Walking across Fire, when it is revealed that Pat “secretly” continues to worship goddess 

Kali despite the disapproval of her parents (Diesel, 2007:196). It is, however, the fire-walking 

ban and the proceedings leading up to its being lifted, which best emphasises female action 

over male injustice. Diesel sees the reasons for the ban as being “blatantly sexist” (Diesel, 

2005:43), while Pat’s actions are viewed as feminist. One of the reasons given by the temple 

chairperson for the ban was that “‘Women have tender feet and burn easily’” (Sunday Times 

                                                           
18 The Hindu reform movement, circa 1909, also tried to suppress the ritual based South Indian religious 
practices, arguing that rituals such as fire walking were not aligned to the principles of Hinduism Desai, A. & 
Vahed, G. H. 2007. Inside indenture : a South African story, 1860-1914, Durban, South Africa, Madiba 
Publishers. The South Indian goddess and the rituals associated with her were seen as uncivilised and primitive 
by the reformists who wanted to cultivate a purer Hinduism, which was firmly entrenched in the Vedas. 
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12.5.96 George Mahabeer: Temple takes heat over ban on women) 19. It is also stated that 

their long saris were a fire hazard, although the women suspected that the real reason was that 

menstruating women were seen as unclean for the ritual. Hence, Pat and “a small group of 

Pietermaritzburg Hindu women” (Diesel, 2002:10) come together, perhaps metaphorically 

like Durga’s band of goddesses, to “challenge…the patriarchally controlled temple 

committee”(Diesel, 2002:11). A petition, attributed to Pat, is published and distributed to 

others in opposition to the temple’s fire-walking restrictions on women. Pat’s opposition to 

the ruling goes a step further when she and her sister attempt to cross the fire pit without 

permission. Pat, in a Kali trance during the rebellious act, causes great consternation and the 

event is widely publicised. Her actions can be seen as Kali-like resistance. 

It is fairly apparent that Diesel often sees Pat as an embodiment of Kali, as the 

following description of Pat can attest. 

Determined and fiery…powerful! She was commanding. You noticed her. She 
actually really woke up every morning and lived for her religion. Mother Kali. 
(Interview with Alleyn Diesel: 29 September 2016) 

Even though Kali seems to be portrayed as the antithesis of a mother –“emaciated, lean and 

gaunt” (Kinsley, 2005:126) as well as destructive and associated with death – she is firmly 

entrenched in the Amman tradition and for Pat she is certainly Mother Kali. Interestingly, 

Diesel asserts that the term Amman or mother should not be understood in the conventional 

sense of birthing and rearing children, but rather as it pertains to the goddesses’ “life-giving, 

creative powers” (Diesel, 2002:16). In promoting the goddess as a feminist role model, Diesel 

emphasises the powerful, “undominated and autonomous” aspects of the Amman goddess 

(2002:16).  Amman goddesses share with Kali, not only the power to take men to task but they 

also exude an independence from men while maintaining full control over their own sexuality 

(Diesel, 2005:41). Although Pat is a married woman, she is sometimes presented as an 

autonomous individual in Walking across Fire. Diesel alludes to an inherent independence in 

Pat,  

[S]he sometimes expressed the wish that she was unencumbered by a family, with 
no distractions from her full-time service of the goddess, thus showing a typical 
tension between her stri-dharma (womanly duty) to her family, and her bhakti or 
loving devotion to her chosen deity.  (Diesel, 2007:195) 

                                                           
19 See Appendix F 
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Pat is shown to be torn between her family and her religious devotion although later in the 

narrative we learn that two of her children are ‘cured’ from their illnesses after she asks 

‘Mother’ for help. It is only after the remarkable recoveries of her children that Pat “regards 

the Mother as ‘the first priority in [her] life’” (Diesel, 2007:196).  

In Walking across Fire Reuben, Pat’s husband, is given a cursory mention, 

underplaying his relevance in Pat’s religious life, once again foregrounding Pat’s 

independence.  In an interview with Diesel she says, 

Reuben was in the background. Reuben came and went. Reuben was sort of 
dismissed as very unimportant. So he had no influence over her. She did what she 
wanted… (Interview with Alleyn Diesel: 29 September 2016) 

Diesel dismisses Reuben as fairly insignificant in Pat’s trajectory and, it seems, to Pat herself, 

even though, by the time of my interview with her, she is well aware of Reuben’s infliction of 

pain on Pat. Breaking the silence revolves around Pat’s memory of Reuben’s incessant 

violence against her. Yet, in Diesel’s memory, it is a ‘deified’ Pat who remains. In order to 

preserve the myth of Pat as strong, fierce and unimpeded by a husband, it is necessary for 

Diesel to almost negate Reuben’s existence. If the reality of Reuben’s significance in Pat’s 

life is undermined, so then is Pat’s recollection of her lived experience of intimate partner 

violence in danger of becoming silenced once more.   

We also learn in Walking across Fire that Pat’s sexuality is affected after she 

participates in a blood sacrifice. Pat reveals to journalist, Anthea Garman20 that after this 

sacrifice in which she drinks the blood of the sacrificial animals, she no longer menstruates 

and that she regards this incident as a return to purity – the ‘virgin’ state which characterises 

many of the Amman goddesses (Diesel, 2005:42). In the narrative, we are told that Pat also 

believes that she has become “‘both man and woman for Kali’” (Diesel, 2007:196) now, not 

only of ambiguous sexuality but also, unwilling to have sexual relations with her husband. Pat 

not only seems to exude sexual agency but she also appears to be cited for her resemblance to 

the sexually independent Amman goddesses.  

Perhaps one of the central themes surrounding Amman mythology is theme of 

suffering, especially “at the hands of men”(Kinsley, 2005:201). Diesel highlights the theme of 

suffering by focussing on the mythology surrounding Draupadi, the goddess central to the 

                                                           
20 Appendix F: The Natal Witness 15.4.96 Anthea Garman: Banned from walking worship’s fire 
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fire-walking (Hiltebeitel, 1988:440) ceremony in South Africa21. Draupadi mythology 

emanates from the classical Mahabharata, most well-known for documenting the epic battle 

of Kurukshetra between the Pandavas and Kuruvas22. Draupadi’s trajectory in the 

Mahabharata, referred to by Diesel as a ‘text of terror’ (2002:9), is peppered with incidences 

of sexual harassment towards Draupadi (Black, 2013:171). She is the wife of the five Pandava 

brothers who are the heroes of the epic and quite significantly, she is one who is exposed to 

abuse and harassment, as a consequence of the actions or inactions of these husbands. The 

disrobing of Draupadi is probably one of the most notable scenes of female defilement and 

indignity in the Mahabharata. After Yuddhistra, one of Draupadi’s husbands, ‘loses’ her in a 

dice match to Duryodhana, his enemy and cousin, Draupadi is dragged to the centre of the 

court where she is publicly humiliated. Attempts are made to strip her off her sari, in front of 

her husbands and the rest of the court. Draupadi is also said to be menstruating at the time. 

Enraged and very vocal about the violation, Draupadi seeks retribution and revenge, vowing 

never to tie her hair until her perpetrators are punished. Draupadi is, of course, vocal about all 

of the violations upon her body by men and about what must amount to betrayal by her 

husbands, in the light of their choices and perceived impotence (Sutherland, 1989:69). In one 

myth, Draupadi vows to leave her hair untied and untidy until she has used “Duryodhana’s 

blood for her hair oil, his ribs for a comb, and his intestines as a garland” (Hiltebeitel, 

1988:432). Once her defilement is avenged, Draupadi then walks through fire to restore her 

chastity. It is this act of walking through fire which transforms and elevates Draupadi from 

mortal to goddess. 

In exploring Pat’s deification, it would be tempting to see parallels between Pat and 

Draupadi in Breaking the Silence, where Pat, like Draupadi, experiences multiple violent 

injustices caused by a man. However, in reviewing how the stories come to be written and 

when they are written23, I suggest, instead, that Breaking the Silence is a counter narrative 

which destabilises the myth of the deified Pat who is produced in Walking across Fire. I will 

elaborate on this further in the next section, which looks closely at Pat’s body at the 

                                                           
21 According to Kumar, it is only in South Africa where the firewalking ceremony is performed solely for 
Draupadi See Kumar, P. P. 2013a. Hinduism and the diaspora : a South African narrative. In India, the 
firewalking is part of a larger Amman veneration, depending on the geographical location of the devotees. In 
Tamilnadu, the ritual is associated with Draupadi and Mariamman See Foulston, L. 2002. At the feet of the 
goddess : the divine feminine in local Hindu religion, Brighton, England; Portland, Or., Sussex Academic Press.   
22 The Mahabharata is a most complex and multiply interpreted epic with North and South Indian origins. For 
my purposes I have précised Draupadi’s narrative to contain the main elements which I feel pertain to Pat’s 
context and Diesel’s scholarly extractions. Alf Hiltebeitel (1988) has produced two volumes on the Draupadi cult 
alone, exploring the varying and evolving dynamic of this fascinating mythology. 
23 Please see Figure 1 in Chapter 5, which shows a timeline of events surrounding Pat’s trajectory 
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intersections of faith and intimate partner violence. At this stage, however, I will focus on 

Walking across Fire, for it is, I believe, within this narrative that Pat is constructed as an icon 

of women’s empowerment. 

Diesel interprets Draupadi’s revenge as, 

[A] quest for spiritual perfection where, after enduring and overcoming various 
trials and hardships, she finally achieves victory over her adversaries and, with it, 
purification and sanctification (Diesel, 2002:9).  

It is this righteous indignation which, Diesel feels, empowers women who have suffered 

injustice. In Walking across Fire, Pat as Draupadi experiences ‘suffering’ caused by men, 

when she is prevented, by an all-male temple committee, from performing the fire-walking 

ritual. She suffers indignation, firstly, by being dismissed as a “backyard temple 

troublemaker” and secondly, when she decides to disobey the ban and cross the fire, she is 

physically and forcefully removed from the fire pit. However Pat, too, is “spirited and 

outspoken” 24 (Diesel, 2002:9) and she is finally vindicated and victorious against the male 

induced injustices when, through her own efforts, the ban is lifted and she is finally able to 

walk across the Pietermaritzburg temple fire pit. In extending this metaphor, one could say 

that Diesel’s narrativisation of Pat takes her over the porous divide between human and deity.  

Diesel’s portrayal of Pat as exhibiting character traits of the goddess feeds into 

Diesel’s view as scholar that scripture is superior to the rituals performed by Hindu women 

like Pat. Referring to the Amman traditions she says, 

Here is a textual tradition which gives centre stage to women’s experience of 
injustice, suffering, and vindication. (Diesel, 2002:13)25      

In her quest to understand the tradition as practiced in South Africa, Diesel discovered 

that, 

Although the rituals performed for these deities in South Africa appear to have 
been very carefully preserved, it appears to me that the ritual has tended to 
become divorced from its controlling mythology, with most people only aware of 
some very rudimentary, and at times garbled, details of the various stories. 
(Diesel, 2005:43) 

As a scholar, Diesel’s research has included both textual and ethnographic 

investigation and despite her intensive observations of the rituals performed in the Amman 
                                                           
24 This is a description of Draupadi in Tales of Women's Suffering: Draupadi and other Amman Goddesses as 

Role Models for Women. See Diesel’s earlier description of Pat as fiery and determined. 
25 Emphasis mine 
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tradition, her scholarship around the Hindu goddess as a feminist role model is heavily 

invested in the mythology around the goddess. In the statement above, Diesel infers that the 

rituals without an awareness of the ‘controlling mythology’ are inadequate for the 

empowerment of women. This could be indicative, as Schilbrack suggests, of a tendency to 

view ritual as “mechanical or instinctual and not as activities that involve thinking or 

learning” (2004:2). Schilbrack suggests that a less Cartesian approach be taken to ritual ‘ways 

of knowing’ and that we begin to view rituals “as activities in which ritualists are not simply 

repeating traditional gestures but are rather raising and seeking to settle a problem” (2004:3). 

I will explore the notion of ritual as way of problem solving further in the next chapter.  

While Diesel reiterates the importance of the lost mythology, she ironically, focusses 

on Pat to exemplify the empowering possibilities of the Amman goddess. I believe this to be 

ironic because Diesel reveals that Pat, like many of the diasporic Hindu community, is not 

fully knowledgeable about the mythology around Draupadi. As the following excerpt from an 

interview with Diesel illustrates (29 September 2016)26, 

Diesel: It (the Amman myths) is empowering for women you see. I think Pat 
empowered herself and a lot of other women. 

Me: Yet without knowing the mythology? 

Diesel: By fighting the battle with the males of the temple committee and 
winning…  

The statement above reveals that Diesel still places emphasis on the goddess 

mythology, for even if Pat does not know the Amman mythology, she becomes the myth – an 

embodiment of the goddess doing battle against men.  

I suggest that Diesel’s quest for an empowering Hindu feminist theodicy not only 

valorises Pat in Walking across fire and other publications, but also romanticises the Amman 

tradition as one which is “ancient, and possibly pre-patriarchal” (2002:16). In this perspective 

of the goddess like Draupadi “can be viewed as an Amazon-like matriarch” (2002:13), for not 

only is she “determined and courageous” (2002:13) but she is involved in “polyandrous 

relationship with five husbands” (2002:13), thus implying an exoticism of an atavistic, 

“timeless Out there culture”(Lavie and Swedenburg, 1996:156).  These assumptions not only 

present the Amman goddess (and by association Pat) as an “anti-male” role model, but infers 

that the tradition itself is static and unchanging (Mohanty, 2003), or should at least remain so. 

                                                           
26 Earlier in the interview when asked if Pat knew the mythology of Draupadi, Diesel responds “Not much” 
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In the process of valorisation, thus, the traditions are not seen as evolving and dynamic, 

influenced, as they are and were, by politics, geography and relocation. Pat, too, is portrayed 

as having to only deal with patriarchy despite her complex constitution as a poor, uneducated, 

Hindu woman living in a racially oppressive country.  

In the following chapter I examine how both narratives are inscribed upon Pat’s body 

and explore a more complex understanding of Pat’s lived experience. Although, the analysis 

integrates Pat’s experiences of intimate partner violence with her religious practices, it also 

takes into consideration how Pat’s social, economic, racial and cultural circumstances help to 

shape these experiences. My contention is that Breaking the silence destabilises the 

romanticised and exoticised inscription of Pat as a fierce goddess, a signification which is 

implicit in Walking across fire. Furthermore, I suggested that a close examination of Pat’s 

performed rituals, as described in Walking across fire in relation to Breaking the silence, not 

only subvert the deification of Pat but reveal a lived experience fraught with numerous 

tensions at the intersections of religion and intimate partner violence.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Pat’s Body: Public and Personal 

 
Figure1 

In the previous chapter, I focused primarily on the voice of the biographer, Alleyn Diesel, 

exploring how her scholarly and “socially located” (Stanley, 1992:7) framework is imported 

into Walking across Fire, a biography of Pat Pillay. This chapter explores Pat’s embodied 

experiences in each of the narratives at the intersections of faith and intimate partner violence. 

Juxtaposing Walking across fire and Breaking the silence, I examine the parallels between the 

narratives and some of the ways in which Pat may have negotiated her pain and reclaimed her 

body through her religious practices.  

The chapter deals with how Pat’s body is inscribed as a devotee and as a survivor of 

intimate partner violence. I explore how each narrative although distinct in its respective 

structure, can be seen to destabilise the other, so that Pat is able to re-inscribe her body in 

each narrative, to offer a larger, more complex trajectory. Interrogating Walking on Fire and 

Breaking the Silence, I argue that it is at the intersections of these two narratives, where the 

inscriptions of goddess and victim/survivor can be subverted. At this intersection, her 

personal and public personas can be interrogated, juxtaposed and integrated, hence revealing 

complex perspectives of Pat and her negotiation of her embodied experiences. These 

perspectives challenge the ways in which her body is inscribed by Reuben her husband, by the 

temple committee, by the media, by her biographer and the language of her biographer. I 

suggest that Pat’s body resists being deified or reified by either narrative inscription in the 

ways in which she “does [her] body” (Butler, 1988:521). 
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5.1 The Body violated/ the Body reclaimed  

Breaking the silence, as the title suggests, is Pat’s eventual articulation about her abusive 

marriage that had been guarded from the public eye. She breaks her silence to Diesel who has 

already known her and researched her spirituality for more than ten years. The narrative at 

once offers a different perspective to the deified Pat portrayed in Walking across fire but more 

importantly suggests parallels between her embodied spirituality and her experiences of 

abuse. I also suggest that it is within Pat’s body that a reclamation or transformation of her 

experience takes place. This is, in my view, a more nuanced perspective of Pat’s power and 

resistance as a woman negotiating her lived experience. Her choice to articulate her 

experience publicly within a body of text, which she is unable to read, also suggests agency 

and reclamation, not only of her body but also of her specificity (Spivak, 1988, Mohanty, 

2003).  

Pat is only fifteen years old when she is “encouraged” to marry Reuben who is 

seventeen at the time. Just a child, Pat relocates from her family home in Mount Edgecombe 

to Pietermaritzburg. Reuben’s abuse begins when she is seventeen, so she experiences this 

pain in isolation, away from maternal protection and love. After the first incidence of abuse, 

Pat says, “All I could think was that I wanted to go home to my mother, but I knew I couldn’t 

because she would feel I was disgracing her name” (Diesel, 2007:158). Not only does Pat feel 

that she would be blamed for Reuben’s violence but there is also a sense of abandonment 

from the one source where unconditional support should be a given – her mother. Her shame 

is already so internalised that she believes that she cannot seek consolation from her own 

mother. Alternatively, she may already have been warned not to jeopardise her marriage. 

Whatever her reasons, Pat suppresses her pain and keeps it from her mother – “She never 

found out what was happening with Reuben” (Diesel, 2007:159). Pat’s mother dies two years 

later, and Pat is officially without a mother. As an ‘orphan’, Pat’s vulnerability is exacerbated 

and the on-going inscription of her body as that of victim seems inevitable.     

The void created by the lack of a mother who can console, protect and support Pat is, 

in my analysis, filled by Kali as Amman or mother. Despite Pat’s possession trances where 

she is said to ‘become’ Kali, Pat always describes ‘Mother’ as a presence outside of herself, 

‘someone’ who is readily available to communicate with and rely on. This ‘Mother’ is 

ironically more approachable than her biological mother. When she experiences health 

challenges with her children, she is able to ask for help from ‘Mother Kali’. 
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‘The child in me is about to be born, and the child in my hand is cripple. Have I 
sinned to deserve this? Please help me.’ (Diesel, 2007:196) 

The negotiation shows that Pat has an intimate relationship with Kali and here she 

even calls Kali into question. Even though this is a question about the merits of her devotion 

and whether Kali, as goddess is dissatisfied with her, Pat’s underlying fear is that Kali might 

be abandoning her, leaving her without support as her mother has. It is the only time in the 

narrative that Pat reveals her feeling of isolation from the goddess. When her crippled 

daughter begins to walk after Pat’s plea, Pat registers this as Kali’s unwavering support for 

Pat. For Pat, Kali does not only represent  the “[u]nconditional love and acceptance from their 

supreme being” (Gillum et al., 2006:240), which together with a supportive religious family is 

able to help women through difficult circumstances. Kali is also the Mother always on hand, 

leaving Pat with the feeling that she will always be protected. Talking about what the Mother 

means to her, she says, 

“She is everywhere; look outside, she is there. She is there. She is the silent 
listener. She comes to me in my sleep; in a deep sleep she comes, and she 
comforts me, she cheers me up. She says to me, ‘There is no suffering for you; 
you will not suffer.’ (Diesel, 2007:201) 

Pat finds that Mother Kali offers emotional consolation and support and Pat, in turn, makes 

Kali “‘the first priority” in her life (Diesel, 2007:196). Pat’s way of devoting herself to Kali is 

to perform the various embodied rituals around which the Kali worship revolves. It is within 

her body that she can transform the pain inflicted upon her by Reuben into an act of choice 

and devotion for Mother Kali. They are acts of trust, but also something we are told she is 

able to control. 

‘I am sacrificing my all, my flesh, my body, myself, everything, to her.’… ‘I feel 
that Mother is calling me; my head gets heavy; I feel strange, but I don’t want to 
go now.’ (Diesel, 2007:201) 

Pat has little control over her body when Reuben abuses and violates her. She is, however, 

able to choose and control almost parallel embodied experiences for the Mother (Kali and 

Draupadi). In the first act of abuse, Reuben pushes her into the fire over which she is cooking. 

Pat describes the incident in Breaking the silence, saying that her hair was,  

in a loose bun….he suddenly grabbed me, loosened my hair, and pushed my head 
down to the flame so my hair caught fire. It all burnt before I could put it out… 
(Diesel, 2007:158) 

Among other abuses, Reuben stabs Pat on several occasions.  
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Then he slapped me hard, turned me over and stabbed me again with the ‘three 
star’.  At first I just felt something piercing me and didn’t know what was 
happening, but then I felt blood and I screamed. (Diesel, 2007:162) 

In both incidents Pat is vulnerable and in a compromised situation and her body experiences 

the burning of her flesh and the pain of her bleeding stab wounds. I compare this with 

Diesel’s description of Pat in the opening lines of Walking across fire just before a fire-

walking ceremony: 

Someone loosened her long hair from its neat bun so it tumbled free… a long 
decorated skewer was pushed through her tongue, another through her cheeks, and 
hooks strung with marigolds, limes and coconut shells were pinned through the 
flesh of her chest and waist. (Diesel, 2007:194) 

We learn that Pat does not feel “the skewers and hooks in her flesh nor the heat of the fire 

when she walks across it” (Diesel, 2007:201). The rituals, it seems, transform her private non-

agential pain into a public act of power. While privately her inscribed body is one which is 

humiliated, burned, pierced and raped; in public, amidst the other devotees and in front of 

thousands of spectators, Pat can choose to re-inscribe her body through her embodied acts of 

devotion. Throughout these embodied rituals Pat believes that Mother protects her and the 

rituals could be seen as “occasions of mutual testing” (Foulston, 2002:132). Pat’s faith as 

child/devotee of the goddess is tested by her “willingness to submit to potentially dangerous 

practices” (2002:132), while “the power of the goddess is tested, evident in her ability to 

protect the devotees [Pat] from situations that would be injurious to them under normal 

circumstances” (2002:133). 

The negotiated rituals allow Pat to experience a sense of power and protection 

whereas Reuben’s acts upon her body are acts that emanate from his contempt and revulsion 

and result in her pain and degradation. Amongst many other abuses, Reuben “rapes” (Diesel, 

2007:162) Pat and has sexual relations and, consequently, offspring with her sisters 

(2007:159). Soon after the discovery of his infidelity Pat performs the blood sacrifice ritual 

after which it is said that she stops menstruating and decides “that she no longer wanted 

sexual relations with him” (Diesel, 2007:196). She attributes her need for celibacy on her 

devotion to the goddess, and in the process attempts to retrieve her body from Reuben’s 

inscription. If she no longer consents to sex with Reuben then it is, in fact, rape. Pat reveals to 

a journalist, Anthea Garman27, that having stopped menstruating, she felt in a “constant state 

of purity”. There is a sense that, not onl,y must she be pure in order to serve the goddess but 

                                                           
27 Appendix F: The Natal Witness 15.4.96 Anthea Garman: Banned from walking worship’s fire 
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that the rituals performed for the goddess have the ability to purify her too. Pat associates the 

fire-walking ceremony as one which will “cleanse” and “renew”, something she does every 

year (Diesel, 2007:201). Through the rituals, Pat attempts to re-inscribe her body.  

Bourguignon asserts that “women’s possession trance must be understood as a 

psycho- dynamic response to, and expression of, their powerlessness” (2004:559). In other 

words, women who feel particularly subordinated are more likely to experience trance as a 

way of asserting power where they are usually disempowered. Diesel also suggests that the 

“possessing Goddesses can… be regarded as the ‘alter egos’ of the women” (2002:11), with 

the trance thus liberating women who are ordinarily oppressed. Pat’s combined experiences in 

the two narratives do seem to correlate with this theory. In her trance state Pat is regarded as a 

vehicle for the goddess by those who seek her counsel and healing. As part of her healing 

work, Pat helps “women who are experiencing problems with husbands who are unfaithful, 

drink too much, beat them, or abandon them (Diesel, 2007:198). While Pat experiences 

almost identical issues in her private life, in her public and possessed state she is able to 

console, if not ‘solve’ the issues affecting those who approach her.  

There exists, however, the possibility of an alternate relationship between Pat’s 

spirituality and the violence which exists within her marriage. In Walking across fire we learn 

that Pat has her first trance at the age of nine (Diesel, 2007:195), long before she marries 

Reuben or experiences intimate partner violence for the first time. Pat’s way of practising her 

faith influences her ability to endure the suffering imposed on her by Reuben. Pat is usually in 

a trance during the fire-walking, the piercing and the pinning of hooks into her flesh and she 

reveals that she does not feel the pain, “although she wishes she could” (Diesel, 2007:201). 

Could it be that Pat sees the endurance of the pain produced within her marriage as a test of 

her faith or a manifestation of the pain which she wishes that she could feel within her 

religious practice? From whichever angle we approach these bodily inscriptions, I suggest 

that the two narratives are not as dichotomous or paradoxical as they initially appear. Rather 

they constitute a lived reality; Pat’s specific, lived reality with tensions, negotiations and 

transformations, which serve to destabilise how Pat’s body may be inscribed.  

5.2 The Socially Located Body 

Some of the tensions implicit in the way Pat’s body is inscribed is linked to her social and 

historical situatedness. In both narratives we have to always remember that Pat’s body is also 

socially and historically located, and its inscription is already determined by race, class, 
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culture, as well as gender. Pat is subject to a “matrix of domination” (Collins, 2000:23) even 

though her oppression and suffering is presented as being caused solely by men, namely the 

all-male temple committee and Reuben, her husband. So while I concentrate on exploring 

Pat’s embodied experiences, negotiations, resistances and reclamation, they should be viewed 

within the context of these multiple oppressions. Sokoloff says, 

[T]he need to question the primacy of gender becomes apparent when one realizes 
that the violence and control by an individual batterer is not the only form of 
violence experienced by marginalized battered women. Instead, the lack of 
adequate institutional support in the form of social services and public housing as 
well as the intrusions and coercive controls by the state and its agencies (e.g., 
welfare) is another level of violence experienced by battered women, which occur 
in ways that are racialized as well as gendered and classed (Sokoloff and Dupont, 
2005:44) 

Pat’s abuse begins in the 1970’s when the country is still under apartheid law and the Group 

Areas Act has managed to essentially isolate and further marginalise minority race groups. Pat 

also has a distinct class disadvantage with no education or the ability to read and write. In my 

interview with Nalini Naidoo, who had been investigating the temple committee at the time 

she says, 

…looking at this temple committee that had a stranglehold on one of the oldest 
temples in the city. It was male dominated, mired in allegations of corruption but 
more importantly it was very exclusionary and actually left out the poor, or didn’t 
cater that much for the poor. And that’s how I came across Pat because people 
thought I knew the story and they told me about Pat and this group of women from 
Northdale… And I remember at that time having a sense, you know what I mean, 
yes it was gender that they excluded them on but I also wondered whether it was 
also class because these were poor women from Northdale that had no voice and 
no representation.(Interview with Nalini Naidoo: 6 October 2016) 

Naidoo’s musing reminds us that there are the other prejudices and discriminations facing Pat 

besides the gender issue. The temple committee also takes a disparaging view of Pat’s 

“backyard temple cult” (Diesel, 2007:205), showing the ‘official’ temple’s hierarchical 

condescension of the smaller backyard temples run by the ‘poorer’ women.  

Pat’s economic circumstances impact both her public and personal life. Pat’s parents 

are financially unable to send Pat to school and Pat never learns to read or write, thus placing 

her at a great disadvantage in a literate culture. During her years of abuse there are many 

incidents when Pat fails to lay charges against Reuben. On one occasion, after Reuben throws 

Pat out of a moving car, she says, that the police who witness her fall, 
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charged Reuben then but, because I didn’t go to make a statement, the charge was 
dropped (Diesel, 2007:159) 

And on another occasion, after Reuben and her sister attempt to poison her, she says, “ He 

(the doctor) said I should charge Reuben, but I didn’t want to cause any more hurt” (Diesel, 

2007:160). One could speculate that it is Pat’s illiteracy which prevents her from having 

Reuben charged. On the other hand, her reluctance to seek assistance may relate to a 

realisation that the legal and social system provided little support for women in Pat’s 

circumstances. In Breaking the silence, there is cursory mention of social support in the form 

of a “White social worker” (Diesel, 2007:161) from the Child Abuse Unit who visits the 

family after Pat is stabbed and allegations of child abuse also emerge. Pat reveals to the social 

worker that not only has she been stabbed by Reuben but raped as well. Although Reuben was 

charged and told to stay away from Pat, there was no follow up from either the social worker 

or police. Pat reflects, 

But they never came back, so nothing happened. I don’t think they were 
interested. I never saw that social worker again, and I wonder what happened 
because nothing really changed. (Diesel, 2007:161). 

After this incident, Pat shows resignation, because not only has she admitted to 

strangers that she has been raped by her husband, but she has done so having negotiated her 

own shame and embarrassment (2007:161). Having done so, she receives no further support 

or compassion. Gqola asserts that,  

Not all people are seen as possible-to-rape. Sex workers, wives, slave women and 
men are all categories of people that have at different stages been placed in the 
category of ‘impossible-to-rape’. This does not mean that nobody raped them. It 
means that when they sexually violated, it was not recognised as such, legally and 
socially. (Gqola, 2015:31)  

At the intersections of race, gender and class, Pat’s ‘rapeability’ seems all the less credible or 

punishable.  

5.3 Righting/Writing from the Margins 

The timeline suggests that Pat endured the circumstances of her public and private 

oppressions for more than twenty five years. Naidoo believes that without access to an outside 

perspective, Pat might have continued living in much the same way.  

She (Diesel) widened her (Pat’s) frame of reference and she realised – yes we can 
do these things. You know she gave her a larger world view than the one she was 
confined to. (Interview with Nalini Naidoo: 6 October 2016) 
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Although Pat is said to have been respected for her healing work in the community, her lack 

of access and literacy, together with the socio-political confinement of the apartheid years 

must have challenged Pat’s sense of possibility. I suggest that when, the illiterate, Pat is 

confronted with a ‘White’ academic who is interested in her spirituality, Pat recognises that 

Diesel holds the key to a world which includes writing. Diesel claims in an interview that Pat 

had approached her during a fire walking ceremony, whereupon, the thirteen year relationship 

between researcher and researched began and developed into, I suggest, a symbiotic 

arrangement. Diesel was able to research and observe Kali possession and fire-walking 

through Pat. For Pat, Diesel presented the possibility for her to share her love for the goddess 

with a larger audience. As an illiterate woman, Pat would have required a channel or vehicle 

to enter the textual world. Diesel becomes that vehicle in many ways by editing the petition 

and organising for journalists to publicise Pat’s dissent on the temple ban.28 Diesel recollects 

a time when Pat blesses her while in a trance, 

When she knew I was writing and that I was writing these stories and things, she 
used to call me, put ash all over me, wipe her hand across my face so it was full of 
ash, put ash on my hair and then do this writing thing, put her palm out and write, 
write, write (gesturing with her hand in a writing motion)… “You write!” she put 
her index finger right in my face, “you write”. (Interview with Alleyn Diesel, 29 
September 2016) 

It is the text of Breaking the silence, however, that points to an agency in Pat which 

surpasses any goddess-like resistance implied within Walking across fire. It is possible that 

Pat is complicit in her own myth making, enjoying the opportunity to speak about her 

religion, embracing the publicity around the ban and performing her faith subversively. Her 

public persona probably allows her reprieve from her private challenges. However, with 

Breaking the silence, it is Pat’s decision to share a story that had, up to that point, been 

suppressed, which indicates a greater agency. Diesel says, 

Somewhere very close to the closing of this book going to press – Shakti – she 
said, “I’ve got another story” (Intervie with Alleyn Diesel: 29 September 2016) 

As suggested before, this narrative destabilises the master narrative of a deified Pat 

and reveals a trajectory which is influenced by her social circumstances. The narrative does 

not reify her lived experience but rather it reveals her combined story as one which is 

dynamic, complex, intersectional and nuanced. Furthermore, she decides to articulate and 
                                                           
28 In Walking across Fire, Diesel does not mention her own involvement in the petition or in contacting the 
journalists, attributed them both to Pat, Diesel, A. 2007. Shakti: Stories of Indian Women in South Africa. 
pp202-203. In her interview, 29 September, Diesel mentions how she had helped to write the petition and had 
organised the interviews 
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commit to printed word, her experiences which had caused her shame and embarrassment for 

many years. The transition from silence to articulation also suggests that Pat has 

acknowledged the violence against her person and become an active agent to its re-

inscription. In Breaking the silence, Pat’s is a resistance, similar and dissimilar to the defiant 

firewalk in Walking across fire.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

Conclusion 

Though we might adopt a bottom-up approach in that the starting point for our 
research is the perspectives and words of the individuals we study, we are 
nonetheless the ones who will be speaking for them. We are in the privileged 
position of naming and representing other people’s realities. Thus, in turning 
private issues into public concerns, and giving our respondents a voice in public 
arenas, we have to ask ourselves whether we are in fact appropriating their voices 
and experiences, and further disempowering them by taking away their voice, 
agency and ownership. (Ribbens and Edwards, 1997:138) 

The question of representation by the researcher of the researched has been the central focus 

of this study. Added to this, is my own interesting position of investigating the researched 

through the eyes of a researcher. Hence, the task of deconstructing Pat necessitated an 

excavation through a multitude of layers: Diesel, the author/biographer/researcher; Pat the 

devotee and Pat the survivor of IPV; Pat’s own ‘matrix of domination’ and social 

circumstances; and my own biases and perspectives. My critical questions asked how and 

why Pat was portrayed in the way that she was.  

Answers to the first critical question – What are the narrative representations of the 

Hindu women’s spiritual practices in ‘Shakti: Stories of Indian Women in South Africa’ ? – 

were explored in Chapter four. They pertain to goddess or Amman veneration in the form of 

trance, possession, blood sacrifice and firewalking; all of which are narrativised in Walking 

across fire. Diesel’s published work together with the interview material, provided insight 

into her perspectives on both Hindu religious practices and on Pat Pillay. I discovered, 

through my analysis, that Diesel’s textual research into Hindu mythology had influenced the 

narrativisation of Pat in Walking across fire.  

The second critical question involves Pat Pillay’s portrayal within the context of 

Hindu spiritual practice and intimate partner violence in each of the two narratives. The 

analysis of the textual and empirical data, show that although the narratives seem to describe 

too different individuals (Pat Pillay is referred to as Padmani Naidoo, her Tamil first name 

and maiden surname, in Breaking the Silence), and initially seem incongruous, they describe 

the same woman. Pat’s story of her abuse by her husband is less mediated by the biographer, 

perhaps because Pat’s confessional occurs so close to the publication of ‘Shakti’. Diesel, up to 

that point, had had an impression of Pat which had bordered on her similarities to the Amman 

goddess. Thus, Pat’s narrative of her experiences of IPV represents, perhaps a dissolution of 
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this image. A juxtaposition of the narratives, however, shows that the enactment of her faith 

and the acts of violence upon her body intersect and overlap, in as much as they represent her 

lived experience. Although Diesel closely links the embodied rituals to a liberating theodicy, 

Pat seems to gain solace and fortitude from the rituals themselves. Their enactment provides 

her with an agency over her body. Thus, in the very performance of religious practices lies 

Pat’s empowerment.     

If one views these rituals as performative or an act which is both socially shared and 

historically constituted (Butler, 1988:530), then Pat can be seen as ‘doing’ her identity as a 

Hindu woman, within the context of her public and personal life. Is it possible then that Pat 

performs a particular Hindu woman-ness during the temple ban coverage to promote her 

challenge to the temple. Although Pat is constituted by an integrated and complex set of 

circumstances, I would suggest that it is possible that Pat claims an identity based on an 

image of a Hindu woman who is oppressed by an all-male committee, while warrior-like in 

her fight against them. Her performance is for an audience of journalists and scholars who 

applaud this enactment of her spirituality. Thus Pat would choose to silence her experiences 

of intimate partner violence, which is in conflict with her performance. It is only once the ban 

is lifted and once she has left Reuben that she can offer a different iteration of Hindu woman-

ness. As a Hindu woman surviving intimate partner violence, Pat can reclaim the integration 

and fluidity of her lived experience. 

The third and last critical question concerns the reasons for why the narratives are 

constructed in the way that they are. In many of her publications, Diesel expresses dismay 

that the ‘controlling mythology’ (Diesel, 2002:7) associated with the ritual practices has been 

lost amongst South African Hindus. I, therefore, investigated what that controlling mythology 

might look like. Many scholars, including Diesel, have interrogated the hierarchical nature of 

text based Hinduism29 over folk traditions like the Amman traditions (Kumar, 2013b:80). 

When the Neo-Hindu30 movements entered the South African landscape promoting Hinduism 

as a rational and monotheistic religion, they also believed that the popularity of ritual folk 

traditions “would give way to more intellectual forms of Hinduism” (Kumar, 2013b:78). This 

prediction did not come to pass, however, but it was a significant development in South 

                                                           
29 By text based religion I am referring to the Brahmanical traditions which can be traced to such canons as the 
Vedas, the Puranas, Mahabharata and Ramayana 
30 For more on the neo-Hindu movements in South Africa and what Kumar refers to as a “bad diagnosis” of the 
decline of folk traditions see Kumar, P. P. 2013b. Resistance and Change: Strategies of Neo-Hindu Movements 
in South Africa. Journal of Sociology and Social Anthropology, 4, 77-82. 
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African Hinduism, in that it was a response to western text-based doctrine. The privileging of 

text over ritual is on-going, and the conflict between text and ritual underscores some of the 

tensions inherent in Pat’s representation. In the ‘Shakti’ narratives, Diesel begins with a 

“bottom-up approach”, descriptively documenting how Pat, and other practitioners, live their 

spiritual practices. Diesel attempts to remain textually faithful to the intricacies of the rituals, 

describing and transcribing Pat’s experiences of trance, fire-walking and her relationship with 

the Mother in great detail. However, Diesel also utilises a feminist theoretical framework to 

the study of Pat’s experiences and an academic approach to the treatment of religion, and both 

of these factors influence how Walking across fire is told. In chapter four, I argue that Pat’s 

characteristics become conflated with Diesel’s understanding of the fierce, Amman. Pat’s 

“strength of character” (Interview with Nalini Naidoo: 29 September 2016), her “powerful” 

(Interview with 29 September 2016) aura may well have informed Diesel’s image of the 

Amman goddess. On the other hand, Pat’s defiance against the ‘all-male’ temple committee is 

described as feminist and a coup against patriarchy. (Diesel, 2007:203). Naidoo says, with 

some scepticism of Pat’s construction as a feminist that “for Pat, it was genuinely about the 

fire-walking, not about challenging these men” (Interview with Nalini Naidoo: 29 September 

2016). This is not to presume that Pat is not agential or resistant to the exclusion of the temple 

but rather to suggest that Pat’s anti-male stance is ontologically produced by the biographer, 

thus “appropriating” Pat’s voice for the biographer’s own epistemological and feminist 

standpoint.    

 Diesel’s scholarly lens on the treatment of religion surfaces in her approach to the 

ritual practices which she says she “really wanted to understand but…couldn’t find any 

literature on it at that stage” (Interview with Alleyn Diesel: 29 September 2016). Furthermore, 

the practitioners could not furnish Diesel with clear reasons as to why they were performing 

the rituals. The reasons which emerge out of Diesel’s observations of Pat are consolidated, not 

merely through Pat’s particular lived experiences, but in the scholarship around the 

mythology of Draupadi and Kali. It is through its mythology that Diesel is able to understand 

the Amman culture and religious practices even though the absence of the once known 

mythology does not influence the devotion of practitioners like Pat.   

In reading through and between the ‘Shakti’ narratives, and juxtaposing these with 

Diesel’s academic publications I found that, within the context of these narratives, there 

seemed to be a gap between Pat’s devotion to Amman and Diesel’s strong focus on the 

goddess as a feminist. This is not to say that a feminist hermeneutic of the Amman goddess is 
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not a viable or liberating possibility for women. There have been several relevant 

appropriations of the goddess for empowerment of women, and Diesel’s is certainly among 

them. However, this is where my critique lies. A feminism which is blind to the other 

oppressions experienced by women of colour in South Africa, does not fully acknowledge the 

ways in which the voices and lived experiences of these women also articulate a response to 

these oppressions.  The ideal of the fierce ‘Amazonian’ goddess who rages against men, may 

not prove to be a liberatory role model for the woman who is also racially and economically 

marginalised. Secondly, Diesel indirectly privileges her own epistemology, having discovered 

the Hindu mythology31 through text, thus by inference excludes those who do not have access 

to this textual mythology. Thirdly, Diesel suggests that an ancient, pre-patriarchal Hinduism 

has once existed, which Amman worshipping women can access and through which they may 

thus be liberated.   

Yet even Hiltebeitel recognises that the traditions and mythology are not ahistorical or 

static. He says, 

The Mahabharata cannot be viewed simply as a classical text, for even if there 
was a prototype, it no longer exists. Rather…, I approach the epic as an ongoing 
fluid tradition… (1988:xx) 

I suggest that Pat’s narratives trace a trajectory about a complex woman with multiple 

oppressions whose resistances to these oppressions are negotiated and enacted in various 

ways, revealing that she is, indeed, an agent in her spiritual and domestic life (Mohanty, 

2003). Pat’s shakti or agency may not be found amidst the colourful, textual descriptions of 

the Amman goddesses but if carefully deconstructed, traces of shakti/agency that are specific 

to Pat can be discovered within the pages of the ‘Shakti’ narratives. A deconstructed Pat 

resists reification or valorisation as an anti-male goddess. A deconstructed Pat resists the label 

of victim. Most importantly, however, a deconstructed Pat resists reconstruction.  

Although the enterprise of deconstruction has been of great significance to this study, 

the question remains as to why it is significant. What can we glean from a poststructural lens 

on intimate partner violence, faith practices, women and agency? Further study into other 

ways of knowing, especially within the field of faith practices is pertinent and could only be 

touched on in this particular study. Although the task of academia is to theorise and hence 

privilege text over experience, as scholars we would have to remain vigilant that the real lived 

                                                           
31 Diesel draws parallels between Hiltebeitel’s description of the fire-walking ceremonies in India and those 
performed in South Africa, Hiltebeitel, A. 1988. The cult of Draupad , Chicago, University of Chicago Press. 
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experiences of marginalised women is not obscured or relativised. The subaltern voice, 

neither super heroic nor insignificant, may already be strongly resistant to its unique set of 

oppressions (Mohanty, 2003, Spivak, 1988, Collins, 2000, Said, 2003). Recognising 

resistance from the periphery in its own iteration is equally significant, while taking into 

account the multiple systemic and social disadvantages already in place.  
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UKZN HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES RESEARCH ETHICS 
COMMITTEE (HSSREC) 

 

APPLICATION FOR ETHICS APPROVAL  
For research with human participants  

 

 

INFORMED CONSENT RESOURCE TEMPLATE 
 
Note to researchers:  Notwithstanding the need for scientific and legal accuracy, every 
effort should be made to produce a consent document that is as linguistically clear and 
simple as possible, without omitting important details as outlined below. Certified 
translated versions will be required once the original version is approved. 
 
There are specific circumstances where witnessed verbal consent might be acceptable, and 
circumstances where individual informed consent may be waived by HSSREC. 
 
 
Information Sheet and Consent to Participate in Research 

 
Date: 28 September 2016 
 
Dear Alleyn Diesel 
 
My name is Pralini Naidoo from the School of Religion, Classics and Philosophy, College of 
Humanities, University of KwaZulu-Natal. I am currently enrolled for my Masters in Arts, in 
the Gender, Religion and Health Programme.  

 
You are being invited to consider participating in a study that involves research around the 
narratives of Pat Pillay which you include in your publication Shakti: Stories of Indian 
Women in South Africa. The aim and purpose of this research is to investigate how Pat 
Pillay, as a Hindu woman is represented in the stories, her religious life and her domestic 
life and your understanding of them. It will involve an unstructured interview format, where 
you will be recorded, the recording will be transcribed and submitted to you for approval. 
The duration of your participation if you choose to enroll and remain in the study will not be 
more than two hour sessions. The study is funded by Church of Sweden. 
  
The study may involve an indepth look into your position as a researcher and your 
relationship with Pat. We hope that the study will create a broader understanding of Pat 
Pillay and woman like her who may endure physical abuse and the role of religion in their 
lives. I will be analyzing the texts and drawing on your other literature on Hinduism. Other 
sources of data will be the archival material in the form of the newspaper articles about 
Pat’s involvement at the temple.  
 
This study has been ethically reviewed and approved by the UKZN Humanities and Social 
Sciences Research Ethics Committee (approval number HSS/0982/016M). 
 
In the event of any problems or concerns/questions you may contact the researcher at 
(provide contact details) or the UKZN Humanities & Social Sciences Research Ethics 
Committee, contact details as follows:  
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HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES RESEARCH ETHICS ADMINISTRATION  
Research Office, Westville Campus 
Govan Mbeki Building 
Private Bag X 54001  
Durban  
4000 
KwaZulu-Natal, SOUTH AFRICA 
Tel: 27 31 2604557- Fax: 27 31 2604609 
Email: HSSREC@ukzn.ac.za    

 

Participation in this research is voluntary and participants may withdraw participation at any 
point, and that in the event of refusal/withdrawal of participation the participants will not 
incur penalty. 
 
Please be advised that you will be interviewed in your capacity as a researcher and scholar 
and there will be no anonymity. All recorded data belongs to the University of KwaZulu-
Natal and will be stored at the University for five years after which it is destroyed. 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
CONSENT  
 

I Alleyn Diesel have been informed about the study entitled Reconstructing Shakti: 

Investigating narrative representations of Hindu women within the context of intimate partner 
violence by Pralini Naidoo. 
 
I understand the purpose and procedures of the study  
 
I have been given an opportunity to answer questions about the study and have had answers 
to my satisfaction. 
 
I declare that my participation in this study is entirely voluntary and that I may withdraw at 
any time without affecting any of the benefits that I usually am entitled to. 
 
I have been informed about any available compensation or medical treatment if injury 
occurs to me as a result of study-related procedures. 
  
If I have any further questions/concerns or queries related to the study I understand that I 
may contact Pralini Naidoo, the researcher at pralini.naidoo@gmail.com or on 0845051711 
 
If I have any questions or concerns about my rights as a study participant, or if I am 
concerned about an aspect of the study or the researchers then I may contact: 
  
HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES RESEARCH ETHICS ADMINISTRATION 
Research Office, Westville Campus 
Govan Mbeki Building 
Private Bag X 54001  
Durban  
4000 
KwaZulu-Natal, SOUTH AFRICA 
Tel: 27 31 2604557 - Fax: 27 31 2604609 
Email: HSSREC@ukzn.ac.za  
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Dr. Fatima Seedat (PhD Islamic Law, McGill) 
Lecturer and Co-ordinator Gender, Religion and Health Programme 
Network for Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights and Theology 
Room 206b New Arts Building, 
Golf Road Campus, University of Kwa-Zulu Natal, 
Pietermaritzburg, Kwa-Zulu Natal 
South Africa 
Ph:+27-(0)79-193-8618 
email: seedatf@ukzn.ac.za 
http://mcgill.academia.edu/FatimaSeedat 
 
 
Cathy  Murugan (Mrs) 
Research and Higher Degrees Officer 
School of Religion, Philosophy and Classics 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Private Bag X01 
Scottsville 
Pietermaritzburg 
3209 
 
Tel: +27 (0) 33 260 5560 
Fax: + 27 (0) 33 260 5858 
E-mail: Muruganc@ukzn.ac.za 
 
 
Additional consent, where applicable 
 
I hereby provide consent to: 
 
Audio-record my interview  YES / NO 
 
 
____________________      ____________________ 
Signature of Participant                            Date 
 
 
 
____________________   _____________________ 
Signature of Witness                                Date 
(Where applicable)      
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  Appendix D: Interview Schedule 
Pralini Naidoo 852858722 

MA Gender, Religion and Health.  

PARTICIPANT: Alleyn Diesel 

Format: Semi-Structured Interview      

Date and Time of Interview:  

Location of Interview:  

  

Categories of Enquiry/Questions   

1. When and where did you first meet Pat Pillay?  

  

2. Reflect on your relationship with her.     

  

3. What led to your interest in Hinduism? 

  

4. In your narrative about Pat, you write about her wanting to approach the temple about lifting 
the ban on fire-walking for women. Was this Pat’s idea? What sort of support might she have had 
during the petition and lobbying phase? 

  

5. If you had to describe Pat, what words come to mind?  

  

6. How would you describe her when she was in a trance like state? Was there a noticeable 
personality change?  

  

7. Were you aware of her situation with her husband at home at the time of the fire-walking 
activism?  How did you find out? And were you surprised? 

  

8. Whose decision was it to have the story published? And would you say that you used Pat’s 
words in the first narrative?  

  

9. In your opinion, why do suppose Pat stayed in her relationship with her husband for so many 
years?  

  

10. Do you believe that you learnt anything from Pat and vice versa? If so, in what way? 

  

  

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE:  
NAME: Alleyn Diesel 
INTERVIEWER: Pralini Naidoo 
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Appendix E: Shakti Narratives 
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Appendix F: Newspaper articles 
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